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ABSTRACT
The Effects of Applied Stress on the E.P.R.
Spectra of a System Exhibiting the Dynamic
2+
Jahn-Teller EffectiCaFg»Sc

by
Rafael Mier-Maza
The effects of uniaxial stress applied along
different crystallographic directions to a cubic system
exhibiting the Dynamic Jahn-Teller effect
have been studied.

(CaF2«Sc2+)

E.P.R. measurements were made at

9 Ghz at liquid helium temperatures.

-

Experimental data

were obtained as a function of the orientation of the
magnetic field and the magnitude and direction of the
stress.

The observed spectra can be explained by the

effective Hamiltonian formulation of Ham^^ and extended
by Herrington, Estle and Boatner^^.

The effective

Hamiltonian has been further extended to account for the
superhyperfine (S. H. F.) interaction with the eight

-

nearest fluorines.
The strain coupling coefficient V2 was found
to be negative and estimates from the data yielded»
JqVgjjS 6x10-^ cm“^-, random strain

10“^ and the

- -

splitting of the ground vibronic doublet due to random
strain

1 cm"'1,

Good resolution has been obtained for the

-

S. H. F. interaction in the large stress limit and a method for the determination of the S. H. F, parameters
has been proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

Doped crystals exhibiting the dynamic Jahn-Teller
effect have been widely studied in the past^^

.

Many of the properties of this effect have been correctly
interpreted, but detailed stress experiments have not
been performed.
Due to the fact that the E.P.R. spectra for
dynamic Jahn-Teller systems is strongly dependent on the
internal random strain, an applied stress should produce
significant changes in the observed spectra. Moreover, the
possibility of determining parameters not measured before
by applying stress, like the strain coupling parameter,
internal random strains, relaxation times, etc., makes
obvious the need of stress experiments.

On the other hand systems like CaF2îSc^‘f,
SrCl2:La^+, etc., exhibit very complicated spectra due to
the interaction of the impurity ion with the 8 nearest
ligand flurorines or chlorines (superhyperfine interaction)
and these spectra seem to be unraveled only in the limit
of large applied stress.

For these reasons we have attempted to study
2+.
the E. P. R. spectra for CaF2:Sc
as a function of
stress.

2

In Chqp. I the theory for an nd^- configuration
ion, with eight fold coordination is presented.

The

system is assumed to exhibit a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect;
therefore the ground state electronic orbital doublet
is split into several vibronic (vibrational-electronic)
states, the ground state being a ^Eg vibronic doublet.
An effective Hamiltonian is formulated for this ground
state vibronic doublet, including interactions like Zeeman,
hyperfine, strain, quadrupole and superhyperfine.

In Chap. II the effective Hamiltonian for the
^Eg ground vibronic doublet is solved assuming that the
strain determines the composition of the states and using
all other interactions as perturbations. In this manner
the solutions are found to second order in the perturbation
in some cases and first order in others. These solutions
are then interpreted and the E.P.R. angular dependence and
other features of the E.P.R. spectra are predicted as a
function of stress.
Chapter III describes the E.P.R. spectrometer
and other apparatus used in preparing the samples.

Finally in Chap. IV the data is presented,
analyzed and compared with the predicted results of Chap. II.
Conclusions are obtained and the plans for future work are
mentioned.

3 -

CHAPTER

I

THEORY FOR AN nd1 CONFIGURATION ION WITH
EIGHT FOLD COORDINATION.

A.- THE DYNAMIC JAHN TELLER EFFECT.

1.- COUPLING BETWEEN ELECTRONIC STATES OF AN
ION IN A CRYSTALLINE LATTICE AND VIBRATIONS OF THE
LATTICE.
In dealing with interactions of electrons on
an ion with the crystalline lattice surrounding it, it
is usually convenient to simplify the problem by consider¬
ing the lattice as fixed, i.e. to neglect the vibrations
of the lattice and let the ion and its neighbors have a
symmetrical configuration.

This approximation has been used very success¬

fully after Born and￼s
vibronic eigenfunction of the coupled system (electronic
and vibrational) can sometimes be separated into an
electronic wavefunction and a vibrational wavefunction,
as in Eq. (1-1),

(1-1)
where q represents the coordinates of the electrons of

the ions or complex under study and g represents all
the vibrational coordinates of the lattice.

In tnis

case it is possible to solve the SchrBdinger equation
(1-2) for a fixed value of Q,

a-2>
where j-fg(ô)is the electronic Hamiltonian
(i.3)

neglecting spin-orbit coupling and other spin dependent
interactions for the moment, and V(q,Q) is the total
potential energy as a function of q and Q.

The energy

is the electronic eigenvalue for fixed Q, and p.
is the momentum conjugate to q^. The

is normalized

under integration over q alone:
=1
Once 1-2) is solved, the vibrational equation (1-4)

[ue(ô)+Z(|?5^J^(8) = Ê7£(fi)
can be solved.

Here Py

(1-4)

is the momentum conjugate to

Qy, My is the effective mass associated with thep'th
mode of vibration,
and

£

is the vibronic energy eigenvalue

Ufc(§) is given by

1
ue C s)=Ee ( a)+j*
^ ‘q,

p

^~
a) </ f

n-«v

However, if the electronic energy levels, or

-
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at least those that are coupled by changes in Q, are
not widely separated with respect to the vibrational
or phonon energy of the lattice, then it is not possi¬
ble to separate electronic wavefunctions and vibrational
wavefunctions.

The eigenfunction describing the coupled

system will be a linear combination of vibronic product
functions and an exact solution to the vibronic
SchrUdinger equation won't be possible for most cases.
In particular this is true for an isolated degenerate
orbital multiplet.
If the lattice distortions remove the elec¬
tronic orbital degeneracy, then the splitting will de¬
pend on how strong the electronic-vibrational (vibronic)
coupling is.
Our attention shall be devoted to the study
of vibronic systems involving degenerate orbital states.
In systems of this kind when the lattice distortions
split the degeneracy a large amount compared to the phonon
energy, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation can be re¬
covered for the separate study of the split electronic
states.

2.- THE JAHN TELLER EFFECT.

In 1937 Jahn and Teller^ ^ ^

showed, using

-

6

-

group theoretical arguments, that; " IF A MOLECULE OR
CRISTALLINE DEFECT HAS ORBITAL ELECTRONIC DEGENERACY
WHEN THE NUCLEI ARE IN A SYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATION, THEN
THE MOLECULE OR DEFECT IS UNSTABLE WITH RESPECT TO AT
LEAST ONE ASSYMETRIC DISPLACEMENT OF THE NUCLEI WHICH
LIFTS THE DEGENERACY "

THE ONLY EXCEPTION OF THE RULE

IS THE LINEAR MOLECULE.

(Jahn-Teller theorem).

This means that the system in the symmetrical
configuration is not stable and will distort, lowering
the symmetry of the orbitally degenerate molecule or
defect in such a way that the electronic multiplet is
split.

The nature of the splitting will depend on the

order of the degeneracy and the symmetry of the undis¬
torted lattice surrounding it.

Each combination of

these two variables requires a seperate analysis.

The

cases studied most are those of electronic orbital doublets
and triplets in cubic symmetry, maybe due to the fact
that more experimental evidence of this theorem exists for
these cases.
Considering that an analysis of this theorem
in terms of an orbital doublet permits a good qualita¬
tive understanding of some of its consequences for other
multiplicities in the degeneracy, and also because we
shall be dealing with a doublet in cubic symmetry, our
discussion shall be restricted to this case.

- 7 -

Figure (1-1) shows the energy splitting of a
doubly degenerate electronic state under a particular
lattice distortion.

This diagram shows that the

symmetrical configuration is unstable and makes apparent
the fact that for small distortion Q,(E0-E_)increases
linearly with Q.
The energy difference (E0-EL ) when E_ is a
minimum is known as the Jahn-Teller energy,EJT, and
corresponds to the distortion Qc at which the system is
stable.
Formally speaking the Jahn-Teller effect
appears in the solution of the eigenvalue problem via
those terms in the Hamiltonian representing the inter¬
action between the orbital doublet and the lattice dis¬
tortions.

In order to formulate this interaction, a

suitable representation for the orbital operatorsneeds
to be obtained.
Let

and

tions of the doublet.
the partners 9 and £
E

be the electronic eigenfunc¬
These eigenfunctions belong to
of the irreducible representation

of the point group 0.
O

transforming respectively as

**

1

1

(Z2z- X1- t/*) and \F5(K. -'y )

where X , y , z denotes

Cartesian coordinates with respect to the cubic axes.
The matrix representation of an orbital operator
between these two states will be a 2x2 matrix:

-

8

-

ENERGY

> *

FIGURE 1 - I.-

Energy splitting of a doubly degenerate

electronic state under a special lattice distortion.

- 9 -

<L

e=
C

d

in this notation

/ 6 //, >: 0. , <^8 / 6/&>=b,

In general a 2 x 2 matrix can be written as a
linear combination of four (2x2) matrices

o

where

r

J-(
v a -*■ d)
y

V4-(d-a)

a

r=ifc+b)

5= i-(b-c).(l-6)

Or a general orbital operator for a doublet
state, can be written in terms of the operators:

u: :)

O -C
0-2~[ l

O,

U,*&

°\
\o

y J°

IJ

Ue

\

|

1
o

(1-7)
with respect to the basis states |0>. |0
Table 1-1 gives the coupling coefficients for
functions which transform like the components of the
E

8

( ”n+ ) irreducible representation of the point group

-L

10

3 3

»S3

u 63Vva3

3 3

U V
e e

Alg(

r,*)

l/\/2

0

0

A2g(

r* )

0

i/ /I

-1/y?

Eg<

)

-11/2

0

0

0

i/VT

E

g

(

r*>

Table 1-1

11/2

0
1//2

l/v/?

0

Coupling coefficients for functions
(H[+) irre-

which transform like the components of the E
O

ducible representation of the point group 0^.
Comparing the matrix elements in 1-7) with table 1-1
it is readily seen that ^ G-j_y transform like the
irreducible representations A|jOV)

}

A^(rz+)and the part¬

ners of
Jhe effective Hamiltonian describing the inter¬
actions with this doublet must be invariant under all
transformations including time reversal.

This can only

happen if the Hamiltonian transforms like AtgO'i+). This
means that the coupling of one (or several) operators

11

to the electronic orbital operators should leave the
Hamiltonian invariant, i.e. their direct product, should
yield a

The multiplication table (Table 1-2),

for the point group 0, shows that the only direct pro¬
ducts

that yield Tj'

are those for which m=n.

Consequently the operator components that can couple to
f*

the orbital operators

Pj j

must transform also as TT^

«I»

and the partners of

.

^

TV

and the partners of

respectivelly, i.e. the effective Hamiltonian takes the
form

(1-8)
whereare functions containing one or several ope¬
rators representing? distortions, strain, magnetic field,
nuclear spin, ligand nuclear spins, etc., and transform
like the orbital operator they are coupled to.
In the case of distortions of the lattice, only
those distortions transforming like E gorTJ*
O must be
considered because, a distortion transforming like
doesn’t lower the cubic symmetry and therefore doesn't
lift the degeneracy of the orbital doublet and the

T\

operator is not invariant under time reversal which
means that it can not couple to operators that are time
reversal invariant.

Fig.

(1-2) shows the Q and £

distortions of the cube belonging to Eg.

The effective Hamiltonian for these distor-

12
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vo
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^
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^
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+

+
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+

+
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+
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+
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TABLE 1-2.- Multiplication Table for the Groups O and T

<N

+

rH

f—« (—t
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Qe distortion
belonging to

Q€ distortion
belonging to E

FIGURE 1-2.- Schematic representation of the lattice
distortions transforming like the partners of the Eg
irreducible representation of the cube.
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tions is formed by combining the operators with
and ÊU as necessary to form invariants.

The lowest

order possible combinations, using tables 1 and II are:

i

V,6
( + Ql)i
ft9(3«»‘-

*l)i *

2 08^O(£

Qê(Q^

* âe)^*

etc —
d-9)
Taking only the fist three terms

(for small

distortions) our effective Hamiltonian becomes :
Hv=

Ej

£K(«.W)*+~ (1-10)

where V is the coupling coefficient for the distortion
and the last term represents the elastic energy asso¬
ciated with Qfr and Q.6 . Making the substitution
é)€=^sùi0 and writing the orbital operators in their
matrix form, we solve the determinant in (1-11) for
the energy:
E0~Vçc«Ô

Vç SCn9

(1-11)
sin &

Eo+ Vf~s6 *LKf-E

- 15 -

and obtain:

E±(%^)=E0i^^Kf

(1-12)

and solving for the orthonormal states, we obtain

=

««I
(1-13)

<P.(^ ®) = teC«f ' ^Einf
Figure (1-3) shows how the 9,£ distortions split the
orbital doublet.
ponds to

The circle of minimum energy corres¬

and it is customary to refer to E,J-t=

£0-£nu«as ^e Jahn-Teller energy:
r-

V2

<l-W>

ZJT-£K

It is interesting to note that all the points
at the bottom of the trough have the same energy. How¬
ever if higher order terms in Qg and Q£ are considered:

H, = VapUafo.*- Qe) f 2% Ç. 9,] + V3'<!. (ft?-3 Qt')i

(1-15)

the resultant energies for the total Hamiltonian
are then: ( 6 )
l/z
3

,f

3

Et(Qe, ô*)= E0+-~K^+\^p c«s3eî[v\V^ -2V'\4ç co$3e]

(1-16)

Then, the bottom of the trough in the lower
energy surface is warped with a period of

in Q .

Therefore we have three configurations of stable equi-

-

16

-

FIGURE 1-3.- Energy surfaces E+(Qe, Qc) for the vibronic
problem of the orbital doublet electronic state with
linear Jahn-Teller coupling.

- 17 -

librium at 0sor
(n \
the signs of V£ and V^' '

depending on
.

So higher order terms in

the distortion yielded 3 equivalent configurations of
lower energy separated by low barriers.

3).- STATIC JAHN-TELLER EFFECT AND DYNAMIC
JAHN-TELLER EFFECT.
Refer again to the case where the splitting
of the energy levels of the electronic orbital doublet
due to lattice distortions is very large due to a very
strong vibronic coupling.

In this case and referring

to the example in the last section, (particularly eqn.
1-16) the system may be unable to jump from one equili¬
brium configuration to another, due to the fact that
each barrier height is much larger than the zero-point
energy.

This is the static Jahn-Teller effect.

On the other hand when the crystal tempera¬
ture is raised, thermal excitation will allow the sys¬
tem to change from one configuration to the other.
This is one form of dynamic Jahn-Teller effect.

In

addition, for the case of weak or intermediate vi¬
bronic coupling, even the zero-point motion of the
lattice will produce a splitting of the coupled sys¬
tem.

The Hamiltonian must include the kinetic energy

of the modes interacting with the orbital states, and

- 18 -

the eigenfunctions will he vibronic in nature, i. e.
a separtion into electronic and vibrational
eigenfunctions will not be possible.

This is the

form of dynamic Jahn-Teller effect present in CaF
2+
crystals doped with Sc
and therefore our attention
shall be placed on this kind of effect.
B.- THE DYNAMIC JAHN-TELLER EFFECT FOR A d1
ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION IN EIGHT FOLD COORDINATION.
The orbital degeneracy of the ground term
for a d1 configuration is reducible under the influence
of a static eight-fold coordinated cubic crystalline
field (point group 0^) to the irreducible excited Tgg
and ground Eg orbital states.

The splitting between

the T2g and the Eg states is commonly referred to as
/\ or lODq.
It has been found experimentally that dn con¬
figurations have crystal field splittings (A) of the
4
5
order of 10 - 10^ inverse centimeters.
This means
that the Eg ground state can be considered as isolated
from the other orbital states when the effect of per¬
turbations as those produced by distortions, magnetic
field, hyperfine interaction, ligand hyperfine inter¬
action, strain, etc. are considered.
When the kinetic energy of the lattice is introduced
in the Hamiltonian in order to consider the full
dynamical problem,the effective Hamiltonian for the doublet

-

19
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electronic ground state, to the accuracy of linear JahnTeller coupling, is:

M=KA ♦vO.iu* a.u,3

(1-17)

with

Eo+(2^)[P9t+

(1-18)

The difference between eq. (1-17) and eq. (1-10) is that
the kinetic energy of the lattice has been added. P^ and
P6

represent the momenta conjugate to the coordinates

Qe

and Qg, and K is written aswhere CO is the phonon

frequency,^ is the mass of one of the next nearest neigh¬
bors, and the Jahn-Teller energy can be expressed in the
form equivalent to eq. (1-14).

E‘-XT -

(1-19)

For weak Jahn-Teller coupling £„« ho) Moffit and Thorson

✓ g \

(1957)'

*

have obtained expressions for the eigenva¬

lues by second order perturbation theory.

For stronger

coupling, Longuet- Higgins et al. (1958)^ ^ ^ and Moffit
and Thorson (1958)^° ^ have obtained numerically the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.

The eigenfuntions

may be expressed in terms of the electronic states
and

of equation (1-13) as

(wo)
where ç and 0 are the same as in equation (1-13).

At all values of the coefficient

V, i.e. for

-

20

weak or strong coupling, the ground state is a vibronic
doublet belonging to Eg, (instead of an electronic
doublet as before), while the first excited state is
another doublet belonging to A(g and
between

Ej and

,

A2g

is represented by

The splitting

A» •

For weak coupling (E,r«tiu>) is given by^ ® )

=

U-21)

and for strong coupling (but no warping)(EjT>?t\<o),

A.=MT£)

(1 22)

‘

The fact that the excited state is accidentally
a doublet formed by the singlets Aig and

can be vi¬

sualized, as follows:
The plot of the potential of equation (1-17)
as a function of
figure (1-3).

and Qç will have the form shown in

This potential has cylindrical symmetry,

therefore the wavefunctions for states inside the well
will have rotational symmetry i.e. a wavefunction rotating
clockwise will yield the same wigenvalue as the same
wavefunction rotating c.c.w.

Therefore for each eigen¬

value we have two fold degeneracy (apart from Kramers
degeneracy or other effects of spin).

The excited

A^g

and A£g singlets have the same energy, and no excited
states with more than two fold degeneracy are found.

21
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However, when warping, similar to equation
(1-16) is included in the vibronic Hamiltonian a further
splitting removes the accidental degeneracy of the vi¬
bronic singlets, as shown by O'Brien.^
The vibronic ground state E

remains doubly
O

degenerate because the vibronic Hamiltonian including
warping has full cubic symmetry under simultaneous
transformation of both electronic and vibrational
operators^

2

^ and no Hamiltonian with cubic symmetry

can lead to a splitting of any degenerate level belong¬
ing to a single irreducible representation of the cubic
group.
For the cases of weak and intermediate
coupling this Eg ground state can be considered as
isolated when other interactions are considered, but
for very strong coupling either an A,^
will approach

or an

level

assymptotically to the ground state^^ ^

see figure (1-4), depending on the sign of V£ and V^,
and then the static Jahn-Teller effect formulation will
have to consider the ground state as a triplet, which
is in good agreement with the three stable configura¬
tions of the same energy obtained from equation (1-16).

C.- THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR AN ISOLATED
2

Eg VIBRONIC STATE.

Equation (1-8) = I. i

f

+

.f^re-

22

FIGURE 1-4).Relative energies of the lowest vibronic energy levels
of an orbital doublet electronic state in cubic symmetry
with strong Jahn-Teller coupling, including the effects of
warping.

p-(îV2^*V3f;>)

The case holds when (1) Vj<0,^>0 and (2) Vj>p,^<0, but
the label of A^ and A2must be interchanged for the cases
(3) V1<0,^<0 and (4) V^O^O.
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presents the general effective Hamiltonian for a ground
state orbital electronic doublet.

The orbital operators

were defined in (1-7) in terms of the electronic basis
states

ÿ&j

«fe
The case of the ground state vibronic doublet

is equivalent.

Again the vibronic operator will be a

2x2 matrix which can be decomposed into the same four
matrices ^

'Kg

times a constant.

In this case,

though, the matrix elements will be defined between the
vibronic states and
ijfg and
terms of

.

^€

instead of the orbital ones

This means that the vibronic operators in
and

will be the same as the electronic

orbital ones in terms of

and

^6

» i-e*

the

general

vibronic effective Hamiltonian can be written as:

V I. h ♦ P$t«V *[VV tf.'u,.]
here

<M>„|lJ«l4'e>=

and p and q are defined

< 1 >
by. '

(1_23)

and
The constants p and q, are called "reduction
factors". As shown by Ham^ ^ ), when no warping is in¬
cluded
2 - - 1

and

For small coupling

(1-24)
one has

- 2k -

(1-25)

while for strong coupling
p# o
(1-26)

A 1

9 ~2
The explicit forms of flg, f2g> / , feg are
obtained as before, by coupling the components of the
different external perturbations to each other in such
a way that their products yield quantities transforming
like 17^

and the partners 6

and £ of respectively.

1.- STRAIN INTERACTION.In order to couple strain to the vibronic
operators, its transformation properties need to be
known.

The strain tensor components are defined as^^ );
c)(Q

> - a-vr

■

31

,y

x

> by

where

*

'H

p

_

a*

p = U.Î. *• Vj t- w k

^

- du, . ^çJ
xe

a*

0% (1-27)

represents the displacement

from the equilibrium position r-sTCt+^Jî+4g due to
random strain in the crystal or externally applied stress.
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The components of position x, y, z, transform
like the triplet Tïa or Pq
gradient components.

. The same is true for the

So by looking at the coupling

coefficients for functions that transform like
B)

(Appendix

we can obtain the terms for the product Tg

Comparing these results with equation (1-27) we cont
t
HH
elude that strain transforms like T\ + +(the

Fy

Py

components do not occur since strain is a symmetric
tensor).
like

r(>

Using the strain operators that transform
and

P3e

the effective Hamiltonian for the

-

26

-

strain interaction takes the form:

s

z

L

'

(1-29)

The first term will shift the doublet energy but won't
produce any splitting so can be neglected.

Then,

can be written as

ete£U.J

}e

where

_
*
(1-30)
is the strain coupling coefficient.

2.- ZEEMAN INTERACTION.The external magnetic field H and the electronic
spin St both transform like 1”^ , so the way their compo¬
nents couple can be obtained from table II

§

$=

+- H* S»)
-Hy $y)

(1-31)
Forming the effective Hamiltonian for the
Zeeman interaction we get:

(1-32)
where Ô is the Bohr Magneton

g^ and g^ are isotropic
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and anisotropic "g factors” .

Using the results of crys¬

tal field theory to the accuracy of second order per¬
turbation theory^ ^ g^ and g^ are given by

where A^lolDg./ is the cubic field splitting between the
E

electronic orbital doublet and the excited *T
g
2g
triplet derived from the
term of the free ion, and
X is the parameter of the spin orbit interaction ‘X(L*S0
for ^D.

3.- HYPERFINE INTERACTION.The interaction of the electronic spin S with
the ion's nuclear spin I takes the same form as that of
the Zeeman interaction because both S and I. transform
like lj£ i.e.

Iy Sy + r*s4
Î/* 4(31» S.-I S)
f'4^(iBsx-r,3y)
The term in the effective Hamiltonian due to
the H. F. interaction takes the form:

<W,.r A, !-5 î+1 ? At[(3i,s,-r-j)T/fo * Æfc ^ -x, ^)t£]
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where

and

are the isotropic and anisotropic hyper-

fine parameters.

Crystal field theory, to second order

perturbation gives ^

A,=-PO * V-]

for the

2

E

ground state of a d

19
or a d

configuration

O

where

and

f*

is the nuclear g-factor,

is the nuclear

magneton, <r“3^ the one electron average of IT , and Kappa
the parameter characterizing the contact hyperfine
interaction.

4.- QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION.The interaction of the electric field gradient
with the nuclear electric quadrupole moment is usually
called the quadrupole interaction.

This interaction is

usually very weak as compared to the Zeeman and Hyper¬
fine interactions^ ^^.

The operator for the quadrupole interaction
involves terms quadratic in the components of the nuclear
spin I.

From table II we can obtain the components of

this interaction that can couple to the vibronic
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operators :

fee, = fa«r,-r>ry)
The effective Hamiltonian for the quadrupole interaction
then takes the form

<W4=<?, HJM -I! )K„+i£Kr, r, -i,iy)il)e']
(1-34)
where

and

are called the quadrupole parameters

in analogy with previous cases. The first term is a
constant and is neglected.

The value of

in terms

of crystal field theory is given by Herrington, Estie
and Boatner (1971) in reference^ ^^.

5.- SUPER HYPERFINE INTERACTION.The interaction of the electronic spin of
the ion under consideration with the nuclear dipole
moment of the nearest neighbors ( 8 in this case ) is
usually called ligand hyperfine or superhyperfine
interaction.

The formulation of the effective

Hamiltonian for this interaction follows the same
pattern as for the previous interactions.

First we

need to know the transformation properties, about the
center of the cube, for the 8 nuclear spins at the
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corners.

The nuclear spin operators satisfying these

transformation properties can then be coupled to the
electronic spin operator, vibronic operators, central
nuclear spin operator, etc., to form invariants.
These invariants will be the effective Hamiltonian
for the S.H.F. interaction.

In our case only the

coupling to the central ion's electronic spin and vi¬
bronic operators will be considered.

Let's determine the transformation properties
of the ligand nuclei. We choose an 8 dimensional re¬
presentation for the elements of the group that ex¬
change the positions of the corners (rotations, reflec¬
tions, inversions) i.e. 0^ .

Let this representation

be the regular representation^ ^ ^.

This representation

must be reducible because the largest dimension for an
irreducible representation of the cube is 3 (spin not
included).

In this representation the trace of the

8x8 matrix representing elements of the same class will
equal the number of corners that remain invariant under
the operation.
rotation of

For example, a

2X/3

rotation, i.e. a

about a body diagonal will leave the

two corners along this diagonal invariant, while ex¬
changing all other corners, consequently the trace or
character of the matrix representing this rotation will
be two.

Using this property forall other transformations

that apply to the eight corners of the cube, we can form
the character table for the eight dimensional representation.

C

1

14

3C2

6C£

0

0

8

00
o
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°4
2

0

i
0

O'd

°h

4

0

For a more detailed description of the group elements
Cj.,

C

2>

etc

***

see

reference

(15)*

Comparing the characters with those in the
character table for 0^ (Appendix B) we see that the
reducible representation "Rg can be decomposed into
the fi+ÏV^t-TT, irreducible representations of cube,
i.e.

Trace (r,++lV>T\ t r\ ^ = Trace (ft* ) .

for each

element in the group.
Therefore the 8 corners of the cube transform
like ^fr T* + T»/ . Angular momentum transforms like
Tq+, consequently the ligand nuclear spins must trans¬
form like

Tq

) •

The invariant product

under inversion of coordinates» rqt®CnV(V*) ,

will

yield an invariant Hamiltonian when coupled to vibronic
operators all of which are invariant under inversion,
like all cases considered up to now, while the product
n^OV+nfJwon’ t, and can be neglected.
From the multiplication table of the cube,
table (1-2) we see that

n> (r/*iy)= i\V r/v^Vry

(135)

This product can be coupled to the representation of
the electronic spin

(Ty*)

on the central ion and then
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to the vxbronic operators P30

)

and

fie

è)

or

directly to the vibronic operator T\+(û.2.).
Assuming that the strongest interaction is
that of the ligand magnetic moments with the electronic
spin on the central ion we couple

f^to the

spin operator Pg*

n,*®(rl\çW,%r/)-2r1VrtV3r,V/rç%s7y-

(1-36)

This product finally can be coupled to the vibronic
operators.

The time reversal even vibronic operators,

as seen before, transform like T|+ and the partners of
F^+ , therefore only2l\*V3Tj*from E^. (1-36) will yield
invariants when coupled to the vibronic operators. This
means that only 5 terms will appear in the effective
Hamiltonian.

In order to find the explicit form of

these five terms we need to express bases of the *P+^s
in terms of the nuclear spins.

Figure (1-5) shows the

convention that will be used in labeling the corners
of the cube.
Each corner will have associated to it a label
i.e. corner one will be labeled
etc.

corner two^2

The spin operator will be written as

,

so 1^ is

the spin operator at the $ ^ site, etc..
With this convention we write TV* and

in terms of^!s

The basis function of the irreducible representation

Î"]*
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FIGURE 1-5.- Convention used in labeling the corners
of the cube.

-
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is a constant, therefore it associates a constant value
with each site i.e.

r,tVVs£W:

(1_37)

=

times a constant.
The basis functions of the triplet

T» *
*

s

are

xy» yz

or

zx. Consider ^5 xy. Figure (1-5) shows that andjjq
are located at x > 0 ,

y>0 and $7 and J^at x<0, y < 0

consequently the product
positive.

xy for these four cases is

Meanwhile forJ?a,$j,$5- and

either x^O and

y>0 or x> 0 and y<0 consequently the product is
negative.

Therefore

a
Sity'

T^-

*

xy

can be written as:

'<5^-**<37 + 3 *Z’A

1 38)

< f
***’(
*

times a constant.
In an analagous manner in the case of
positive for A1 ,

and

9

and

the product yz is

negative for^j

^ and$7 consequently

r»y\(site),kA-f»-.4
and for

d-39)

p-*1
5Txz:
■

cvfir

(1-40)
The basis functions for the triplet

are the spin

operators Sx, Sy, and Sz. Consequently the desired bases
are
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lu (5): I,
ty

Pi^C-S); Ij
(1-41)
for the ligand nuclear spins, and

Os): s,
Pqy(S) I Sy
rn(s);
(1-42)
for the electronic spin of the ion at the center of the
cube. By looking at the coupling coefficient tables
(appendix B) between elements of the point group 0, we
can evaluate the products T4
of the spin

l”*/

operators I and S.

in terms

If we keep only the

terms transforming likely

and couple them to

the vibronic operators as in the cases above, after some
algebra the five terms appearing in the effective
Hamiltonian for the S.H.F.S. are

I:

Atlïi‘3*
i=l

H: AfffZ.

Iiy +Ii»)(5jf+Sy+5») +]£ (-le*+Ity-*-I<;lî)(-Sx+Sy+S^

+ 2 (TcK-Xty ^Itî)(Sx-Sy -f-Sî) 4^ (Id«Sy-5e)]l!

C=V

IT: Am;

i [(2lu > -Xt S«-I S,)D

U%7

s

x

ly

?8+\/3(luS(-ryS,)^2I

-*

- 36 -

Anrjl (l£.tVIi^2VS»-îy')^-'^<-Sy)'l<j7j

M:

llH *

<•£ Mi, ^£y «Ii^S. + S,-Sy)% 4^(-5,-Sy)«JS]
C=2,S

+2 (4 -lÿ

St->-s>)'U}l>+V3.(St + h)Us(]

*2 (!;,■*■% -Iii)|(-2SrS,-s>)'uj#

s

s)Uje]J

t=V
a-43)

y- Ay feaiy-riiVl^V^^/'Vx,)tV'V
(Tii-it,) *2 (Xu •*-riï)+x(-i,!4ri.)42 fDi-riy)]s/(^'^

+ [Z (^CK~

t-i/

LH«

where Aj,

~^>)+Z fe*

ty)

AJJ,

A

anc

nx> ^xv

*

are

tet ^i>)l
2 52 l)*g\
J

ùp
t ie

*

'«J

parameters.

As mentioned above the direct coupling of eqn. (1-35)
to the vibronic operator will yield one invariant
term and has to be added to the effective Hamiltonian.
In effect, eqn. (1-35) contains a
the product Pq ® Pg

.

T"£

which appeared from

In order to write this inva¬

riant term explicitly we take equationsj,

1-38, 1-39,

1-40, 1-41 and with the use of the coupling coefficient
tables we obtain the term

^

:

US

K/

‘

c

> *l£^ +.^ (* *~fey -££5)

J £lt+li

+ Z (-Itx+ity -Ic?)+z (-Ie*“Ity^r^)70-2
J
c-4*

-V

(1-44)
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CHAPTER

I I

SOLUTION TO THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR
2

E

VIBRONIC DOUBLET.

S

A.- SOLUTION TO THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR THE
STRAIN, ZEEMAN AND HYPERFINE INTERACTION.
The general form of the effective Hamiltonian
including strain, Zeeman and hyperfine interactions is
given by collecting the terms due to the different
interactions eqn. (2-1).

=

.^

9

^

+

eellsJ

The solution of this Hamiltonian will depend
on whether

the Zeeman interaction or the strain inter¬

action is stronger, and whether

the remaining terms

can be considered as perturbations.
and Boatner^

Herrington, Estie

showed that if the strain interaction

is assumed to determine the composition of the vibronic
states, and the Hamiltonian is solved, very good agree¬
ment is obtained between theory and experiment.
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The Hamiltonian is divided into an unperturbed
Hamiltonian

Mo*
(2-2)

and a perturbation given by

-1-3 )

tffl.S, -Iy %y)U} t~]

(2_3)

The solution to the vibronic eigenvalue problem
for

J40 is

obtained by diagonalizing the matrix (2-4)

within the states (8>^

H-S - 3. Vz

(2-4)
Vz ôc

The energies and eigenfunctions are given by:

Et= Î.Ç H.s
|i|f>-sôi£tf ($> *■ c*sjry\€>

|^_>=cosW(e> - sdv^U>
(2-5)
where

*fceu\(^--^-

(it is important to note here that the solution E + to
the vibronic Hamiltonian is still in operator form i.e.
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a spin Hamiltonian), With these strain dependent wavefunctions the vibronic eigenvalues are calculated for
the complete Hamiltonian, <£/©+• , assuming large ran¬
dom strain and therefore considering only the diagonal
matrix elements

i.e. assuming the inter¬

action between the lower and upper vibronic level is ne¬
gligible:
< + |«K|i>= 3,^ H'S t^fee+ec/1

± 1 ?^ç[C3H25j-H-s)a>5^ *A,î-3
+ L^AZ

-IySy)-5dn(/J
(2-6)
This solution represents an effective spin

Hamiltonian for each one of the vibronic levels.
In order to solve this spin Hamiltonian for
any orientation of the external magnetic field, H is
written as a function of the direction cosines with the
crystallographic axes x, y, z, i.e. H = (1, m, n) H.
The coordinates x, y, z are transformed to a new coor¬
dinate system x’ y1 z’ such that the z' axis is in the
direction of the external magnetic field H and z' is
chosen as the axis of quantization.

In terms of

(1, m, n) the transformation matrix satisfyingequation
(2-7)

is given by

in

'T
tvm

Jt

r

(2-8)

-r

where

^ = ( J %.

x\'4

After some algebra and dropping the primes,
the transformed Hamiltonian takes the form Q.-9)

t%

H(K S+

+

¥ £ (A,

+ i y A2f.)(l+ 5, 4 I.54)

|f2(rt5^J,5t)tf/(i_ $, +r}s.)l i
(2-9)
where

fz

F3

are defined by:

f, =

(2-10)

|//W L=(-0'/i
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and S+ are the well known raising and lowering
operators given by

I ± = I,

tdy

S± = S.itSy

Computing the matrix elements, assuming again large
random strain, i.e. neglecting

+^

terms, it

can be seen that the nonvanishing matrix elements within
the states
rules

A

\ -j Mij

obey the following selection

O, 11/AmjÆ Q ± 1 and are given in Table (2-1)
Computing the energies to 2nd order in the per¬

turbation, equation (2-11) is obtained

A
m£

B ws + C nij -t- T> »vis mx +- É" w5 v*\£
(2-11)

TABLE 2-1 MATRIX ELEMENTS

[(H l-^S/wr > -t$Aih

l.i/Hyvij: > z ± ?

Ms

fvVlCr-H)-mj(/>ix-i)

yy\s

wx>r t $AZ Kl/sÇs+b-MsCMsi-i) Mx
(tjtfls-ljtor

hij ± ?

ft \R^Ù-Ms(

/*!>= - -f A2 fj |/I(J-H)- +1) ]js(s+() ( t*s f j)

|Jf |±; m3/ Kr>- j;(Ai + y ? <M))/rCr+i) - nx(wi-i)fs (s+1)- M5(MSV 0
KSMJ-IJMIH (tf l-yH^tyy Wj>=f^ Ï q

jtj Ms, *!>=*» *2 fj*|^~-H)-MS^S-I)
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where

A-

tlVjeitei)'*

c_

.i (4,?
H

S,pH

Q-AzrirJ'

§,pM

î
D=A, ±i M£P, ♦ lit îAllfÜI+2Ii^V
l
t
A,

9|

E=2j^-lhll- ?(*< + i 3AZF,Y z(f*t)*jr it.
W"

*.P*

*.(“< (2-12)

Computing the transition frequencies for Am5rAn»r=o,
the E.F.R. absorption conditions are obtained: hi)+=B+D,iTir + Fhij*
_ I
or

(•Vifoiihfi* —+ [

* „-|2

EA

The explicit forms of

zffzl

Z

and

'* •*

z

2(PaJ

(2-13)
, for purposes

of comparison with previous papers» are:
21 f* IZ - - [(3 0 Msf * i/5 (l~ w1)

21F311' =

- [j (a Y\l-1) cos 2y + \lS(i 1 ml)s in zy] J

£5*#*[(3n*-i)LBtf 2tf>] J

-

If the CaF

: Sc

2

2+

43

-

spectra are measured and the ex¬

perimental parameters g^, qg > A^, and qA
2

2

are deter¬

mined and inserted in equation (2-13)it is seen that
this equation explains the spectra, in the absence of
external applied stress, for all orientations of H, as
reported previously by Herrington et al.

( 17 )

B.- EFFECT OF RANDOM STRAIN
Each one of the hyperfine lines in the spectra
of CaF ?Sc

2+

2

exhibits a similar peculiar shape that is

attributed to the effect

of random strain.

In order

to see this, only the fist two terms in equation (2-13)
are considered, and the results obtained from these
terms will apply to each one of the hyperfine lines.
Other terms will only introduce small variations in the
general features described by these two terms. Equation
@-13)becomes

(2-14)
where again

= (3rt2- l) cos

[f

+1/3' (^Z- hiz) sin f

h s

Planck's constant

V =

microwave frequency

Rewriting

f,

as

f, =:f ccs (^-c*)

are defined after Ham^ ^ ^ as follows
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and solving for H the E.P.R. transitions are

(2-16)
Expanding this equation to obtain the first order solution
we get in equation (2-17)

(2-17)
The +

sign in the right hand side of this equation re¬

fers to the two vibronic levels.
values of

For random strain all

occur with equal probability i.e. cos (^-«)

can take any value from -1 to 1, therefore, no distinction
can be made between the spectra due to one level or the
other.

Figure (2-la ) shows the E.P.R.

line shape pre¬

dicted in first order by equation 2-17 assuming that
all values of ^ occur with equal probability and that
the transition for each value of ^
6

is assumed to be a

function of the magnetic field.^

^

When a Gaussian function of the magnetic field
is associated with each transition the envelope in
figure (2-la) broadens some, figure (2-lb), and the first
derivative display, figure (2-lc), exhibits four peaks H^,
H

2*

H

3

an(

* H^.Herrington, Estle and Boatner^^ ^ determine4
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FIGURE 2-1.- The E.P.R. line shapes predicted in
first order by equation (2-17) assuming all values of ^
occur with equal probability: (a) each transition in the
envelope is assumed to be a delta function of magnetic field
(b) each transition in the envelope is a Gaussian function
of the magnetic field; (c) a first derivative presentation.
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the correct procedure to find the position of the
extremes as in figure (2-la) from the first derivative
display, figure (2-lc).

This can be summarized by

equation (2-18)

H

Uu,=

H,

Hhig/r H, - fOvH,)

(2-18)

The two extremes predicted by equation 2-17 when
cos^-P^rll correspond to the E.P.R.
by a zero-strain solution.
symmetrical in shape.

lines predicted

These zero strain lines are

This means that the coupling to

internal random strain can be inferred from the shape
of the E.P.R. envelope.
Equation 2-17 can also be written in terms
of an effective g value:

3* = 9,

«*(*-«)

(2_19)

where

3** = H±^
—
It is important to note that in going from equation
2-11

to equation 2-13 the term

i ^.^2

.

This term determines the splitting between the two
vibronic levels or Kramers doublets in the ground state
when random strain is present, i.e.

-

47
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AE=2^V
(e0Ne^
+ Z2
J

(2-20)

E.P.R. transitions given by equation (2-17) will occur in
both vibronic levels and the predicted E.P.R. spectra
for each due to random strain, will appear at the same
magnetic field position and with the same shape as if
only one vibronic level was present at least in first
order.

The magnitude of the random strain will determine

how large the contribution of the upper level is to the
E.P.R. spectra, i. e. depending on the splitting due to
random strain as compared to kT, where k is the
Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature, the
electronic population of the upper level may be comparable
to tnat of the lower, or may be very small.

C.- EFFECTS OF UNAXIAL APPLIED STRESS.

A large applied uniaxial stress can dramatically
change the predicted shape of the E.P.R. signal from
that for random strain.

This can be seen from equation

(2-15) ta•tŸ-ff- • with e€= f
and
ee * jfeeiz “ £** ~eyy)
as in equation (1-28) .
Different values of

S«

~

will give different (ÿ s . Let's

C (5

say that for an externally applied stress large in
magnitude (enough to overcome random strain) and in a
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well defined direc tion, i.e. Ç€
mined,

and Ge

well deter¬

cj> takes the value . Therefore equation 2-17

or 2-19 will uniquely determine a new E.P.R. line for
each vibironic level see figure 2-2b instead of the
envelope presented in figure 2-1 or figure 2-2a in
case of random strain.
symmetrical in shape.

These two new lines will be
Their intensities, however,

won't necesarily be the same due to the fact that one
of them corresponds to the upper vibronic level, and
the other to the lower.
The ratio between the intensities of the two
lines will depend on how large the parameter qV2 is in
equation (2-11), how large the applied stress is, and
what the operating temperature is.

This means that

knowing stress, temperature and the relative intensity
of the lines, the sign and magnitude of q\^ can, in
principle, be determined.
Considering that stress can most easily be
applied in the plane and normal to the plane of rotation
of the magnetic field (H), table (2-2) shows the most
interesting combinations of directions of stress and
magnetic field, as well as the values and "tan. o(
assumed for each combination.

Here l,m,nand tan oC

are expressed in terms of the variable

8 .

This is

so because we are fixing the direction of stress and

LARGE STRESS ALONG 110

T

^
RANDOM STRAIN

yy

/

$=o
a - ao

-CEO TT

. H

H

gepp=9j ^eFF=9i

“hçjjF

V

FIRST DERIVATIVE

(2 - 2)
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF E.P.R. ABSORPTION FOR
a) = RANDOM STRAIN b)= STRESS ALONG THE [HO] DIRECTION
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the plane in wnich H is rotated.

Consequently for each

case, 6 will be the angle of rotation ôf H, starting
from one principal axis of the crystal.
2-2 is the direction at which 0-0
case(Appendix A).
plane of
stress rotation
along
of H
?
001

110

X

001

001

%

1

m

•gsinfi ^inG
cose

sine

Added in table

and 9in each

tanot

n
cosP
0

0
H&COS26
x

001

010

ft

sine 0

cose

i(3sen 0
3cos*0-l

110

1Ï0

0

^sine ÿ»sin0

cosfl

0

110

001

0

110

110

0

cos»

sinG

^sinfi fesinB

0

8*0

H5COS28

cosG

0

o

e=90

001

110

100

010

001

100

001

110

100

010

001

Î10

TABLE 2-2. The most interesting combinations of
directions of stress and magnetic field.
In figure 2-3 the g values for large applied stress are
shown as 0 is varied from 0 = 0°to 6 = ^0°in each case
of table 2-2.

The dotted lines represent the extrema

of the envelope for no external stress.

The solid lines

represent the position of the lines for large applied
stress, in the case of RT»AE

(i.e. equal population

of both levels) as calculated in appendix A.

D.- SOLUTION TO THE S.H.F. HAMILTONIAN
FOR LARGE APPLIED STRESS.
In section 2-1 the effective Hamiltonian for

0
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FIGURE 2-3. Angular dependence of the E.P.R. spectra for
different stress directions.
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the

2

E

O

vibronic doublet was solved assuming that the

strain interaction determined the composition of the
vibronic states and introducing the anisotropic Zeeman
interaction and the hyperfine interaction as pertur¬
bations.

The vibronic eigenfunctions used were:

l'l'+> = sûi ^ f

+cosL<f

U>

I1 <L> = cos Ltf
2 | e> - s£n|r{f l*>

(2-21)

as defined in section 2-1. The superhyperfine inter¬
action is expected to be much weaker than the above
interactions, consequently the same vibronic eigen¬
functions can be used to solve the S.H.F. Hamiltonian.
In the case of large uniaxial stress along
the

$01]

or

4»

[11ÔJ

directions it was shown above that:

=K

O
(2-22)

Therefore the ground vibronic state, from 2-21 is either
pure

or pure

I ©>

for

opposite happens for [llQj

(OOlJ

stress while the

stress, depending on the

sign of V2* Let's assume that V2 < O

, then the

vibronic operators defined before*

o
(2-23)
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yield for the ground vibronic state:

<el£|o=l

<e I i I ©>= 1

<«ru9e|o=i

<o|U!e|e>=-l
(2-24)

[no]

if stress along

if stress along [00^

Therefore, the five terms of the S.H.F. effective
Hamiltonian (1-43) become an effective spin Hamiltonian
for the ground vibronic state:

M ~ Ax Kx

+

AJT

- Ant

- ÀŒ

- Aa
(2-25)

where

Ut = ilrl
Czl

£ (Xu * Xiy +Ii*)(Sx + S>+ S«)

+

2

+

Xu)(-Sx + Sy +
UZ,r

'

*L (Iu-Xi> *iu)(s*-s-x*s0 *£(i*i + ity-iuXs* + *>-*0
t=3,6

i-%1

J^nt® “ Cz\
(lli* ^4 ” SK-1-iy ^y)
y

Plm ~ “ C\t^+

*0(z - s*-sj ♦ ^(-If, t+J12)(Zs, * sx - sy)

+r

•f ^ (Xu "*Xcy + Iil)(z.S2-Sx'1'Sy) 42. ^(XiK+Xtiy-Xti^^Sj “Sx-•Sy)|

- 5* -

where the (—) sign before A^, and
the ground state is pure |
ground state is pure |0> .

Ay

applies when

and the plus sign when the
Let's write as before

H = H(l,m,n,) with 1, ra, and n the direction cosines
to the principal axis (x, y and z) of the crystal; and
let's assume that both S and 1 are quantized along H,
(i.e. nuclear Zeeman interaction larger than S.H.F.
interaction). Let z' be the axis in the direction of
H (i.e. the axis of quantization), then in first order,
the spin Hamiltonian takes the form:

|Ar t AirJj * 2(lrnrv + nt +1 h*)] + A®(2riU-m} + Aw

-[ziin-nfl+nfl] */3 A*[z4m-n(i+njQjlu*S*.
ts

^<-

,

(2-26)

+2 :At«'Ajt[i+2(-»nrn.nÆ-iw')] 4 Am “ m*)+ Anr^2nl-i*-)n*

W +Aj[|] +26h,n-n^

• <*vl1

.
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Computing the transition energies for Arhx^O

A fT? s t 1
s

and

and taking particular values of 1, m, and n

we obtain in table VI the relations that the splitting
parameters must satisfy for each direction of stress
and magnetic field.

These relations can be equated to

the measured splitting parameters for the same directions
of stress and magnetic field.

This will give several

equations for the 5 unknowns and from these equations
the values of

k

V

A

L

II

obtained.
H STRESS
001
001

A

m*

iv

, and A^

may be

TABLE 2- 3
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CHAPTER

III

APPARATUS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION.
INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter the solution of the
effective Hamiltonian for the ^E
doublet of Sc

2+

ground vibronic

in CaF£ was obtained.

This solution

was explicitly written in terms of hi) and H.
quantity E*hi>

The

is the energy of the photons absorbed

for transitions within the Kramers doublets, when the
splitting of these doublets due to

IT,

( including in

the overall splitting the contributions of the Zeeman
interaction, Hyperfine interaction, superhyperfine
interaction, etc.) had the same energy E.

This is the

form of the solution which is most convenient for
conventional fixed-frequency Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance.

Resonance is achieved by slowly varying

the magnitude of

3.

The details of the E.P.R. spectrometer used
in this work and the method for detection of the
E. P. R. transitions will be given in the next section.
Then the microwave cavities used for the stress expe¬
riments will be described. These cavities were modified
versions of existing cavities. Finally the method
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for preparing the CaF2îSc^'+’ crystals will be presented
along with a description of the apparatus used.

A.-

E. P. R.

SPECTROMETER.

The E.P.R. spectrometer used to study the
Jahn-Teller systems is composed essentially of:

a)

. Microwa

b)

. Electro

c) . Detection System
d)

. Cryogen

A description of this spectrometer will be
given by describing each part and its role in the
spectrometer as a whole.

a).- The Microwave Bridge.Figure (3-1) represents the microwave bridge
used in the E.P.R. x band (8.2 - 12.4

GHz) spectro¬

meter. This bridge configuration corresponds to an
"x band, reflection, homodyne spectrometer with
balanced mixer". The reason for these labels will
become apparent as the bridge is described.

The klystron is the generator of the microwaves; it is adjustable in the range 8.9 to 10.5 GHz
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1.

2.
attenuator

3.
cavity

4.
crystal
5. -thermistor
mount
6. -20db coupler

7.

8.

9.

10
diodes
11

12
coupler

13

14
coils
FIGURE 3-1 Schematic diagram of microwave
bridge for E.P.R. spectrometer.

15.-electromagnet
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when the V153C type is used and in the range 8.1 to
12.4 GHz when the X-13 type is used.

Typical klystrons

deliver power of the order of 100 milliwatts.

Because

of the fact that there is only one klystron present,
or only one microwave frequency, the system is called
homodyne.

Heterodyne systems usually use two klystrons

at somewhat different frequencies and the detection is
achieved by mixing the two frequencies.

The E.P.R.

information is usually contained on one of the
frequencies and the mixing is to reduce detector
noise.
Although heterodyne systems are more sensitive,
the simplicity, high-sensitivity, and good performance
at high power levels make a homodyne spectrometer more
practical.
The microwaves coming from the klystron are
divided into two arms through a 20 db directional
coupler.

The signal arm leads to the cavity where the

sample is placed, the reference arm guides the waves
to the detector diodes.

The waves reflected back from

the cavity carry the resonance signal to the detector
diodes.

For this reason this is called a reflection

type spectrometer.

For other spectrometers the wave

is transmitted through the cavity which is placed
between signal arm and detector.

-
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The diodes are placed just after the mixer,
figure (3-1).

The mixer couples the reference arm and

the signal arm in such a way that the diodes are biased
for maximum efficiency and the best signal to noise
ratio is obtained.

It works as follows :

A hybrid Tee or magic Tee is used as a mixer,
figure(3-2).

The reference arm couples to the H arm

of the hybrid Tee.

The signal from the cavity enters

the E arm and a pair of matched detector crystals are
mounted on the side arms.

The power from the reference

arm, including some klystron noise, is split into the
side arms and biases each diode with the same phase
while the power coming from the cavity is split also
but with 180° phase difference for each diode.

The

total output voltage will be then:^ '

*[E«r

*

Este)!

at one diode and

-

e,M]

at the other.

When the

output of the two diodes is added differentially we are
left with

Efs(t).

Consequently the klystron noise is

cancelled while providing the diodes with the right
bias power.

On the reference arm an attenuator and a
phase shifter are placed.

The attenuator permits the

control of input power for the best biasing.

The phase

-
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FIGURE 3-2 Scheme of hybrid tee used as mixer.
j|t - Represents the electric field component of the traveling
wave coming from the klystron, i.e. reference signal
^- Represents the electric field component of the traveling
wave coming from the cavity, i.e. spin resonance signal
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shifter serves to adjust the phase of the reference
arm relative to the signal arm.
in phase is

TC

When the difference

a pure absorption spin

resonance signal is observed.
pure dispersion is observed.

When

t

then

In any other case a

signal is obtained which contains both absorption and
dispersion.

The signal arm requires that the power

coming from the klystron be transmitted to the cavity
and the power reflected from the cavity be transmitted
to the balanced mixer without going back to the
klystron.

This is accomplished by the use of a

circulator (Melabs H-487).

This circulator allows

power coming from one arm to be transmitted only to
the c.c.w. contiguous arm.

Any other arm will receive

only 20db of the incoming power.

Thermistor mounts and waveguide-coax adaptors
are placed in different parts of the bridge for
measuring microwave power or for spectrometer tuning
purposes.

Also a tunable cavity is used to measure

the microwave frequency and as a reference that will
permit the stabilization of the klystron frequency by
means of an automatic frequency control (AFC)
circuit connected to this cavity.

The impedance of the sample cavity must be
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matched to the impedance of the signal arm (critical
coupling) so that all the power sent into the cavity
will be absorbed by it when the cavity mode is excited
and in the absence of spin resonance.

This impedance,

though, will be different for each sample.

For this

reason a coupling mechanism must be provided in the
signal arm.

Two types of couplers can be used.

is a slide scew tuner.

One

It has a thin steel rod whose

depth in the waveguide and longitudinal position can
be varied in such a way that it can control the amount
of power transmitted to the cavity.

The second type of coupler, is obtained by
reducing the waveguide width, just before the cavity,
with two

brass inserts, and placing in between the

two a movable teflon plug.

Even if power cannot be

transmitted through the reduced waveguide under
vacuum or normal air, at the klystron frequency, the
dielectric properties of teflon make transmission of
the microwaves possible.

Consequently by moving the

teflon plug closer or farther from the cavity the
amount of power incident on it can be controlled,
i.e. the larger the gap between the cavity iris and
the teflon plug the less the power in the cavity,
due to the fact that below the cutoff frequency the
power transmitted decays exponentially with distance.
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b).- Magnetic Field.-

The static external magnetic field is
provided by a Varian electromagnet.

Its pole faces

have ring shims for very good homogeneity in the 4
inch gap.

The pole face diameter is 9 inches and it

can produce a magnetic field up to 9.5 kgauss.

The

power supply and magnet coils are cooled by distilled
water.
For a typical E.P.R. experiment the microwave frequency is held fixed while the magnetic field
is swept through the resonance condition
the equivalent for more complex systems.

or

For this

reason a range of sweep rates is provided in the
magnet, from 10 kgauss per minute to few gauss per
hour.

Hysteresis is avoided by means of a Hall probe

placed at the center of one of the pole caps and
connected to a field stabilizer.

A correction voltage

is delivered to the system when the Hall probe reads
a magnetic field different from that marked on the
dial.
The magnet can rotate 3600 about a vertical
axis through its center.

The cavity with sample is

placed at the center of the pole faces.

This makes

it possible to obtain the E.P.R. spectra for different

-
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angles of H with respect to the crystalline axes.

The static magnetic field can be modulated
with two different sets of coils.

One set of small

coils can modulate the field from several Hz to KHz
in order to improve the detection of the spin
resonance as will be explained later.

The second set

provides a 60 Hz modulation with maximum peak to peak
amplitude of about 50 gauss.

This permits the display

of the spin resonance signal on the oscilloscope.

c).- Detection System.-

The detection of the E.P.R. signal is a
difficult task because it is so weak that it can
hardly be separated from the noise produced by klystron,
diodes, or by a conventional amplifier.

A more sophis¬

ticated system including very low noise diode detectors,
and a lock-in phase sensitive amplifier are required.

The best commercially available detector
diodes, for use at low modulation frequencies are the
backward diodes (MA 4623 AX and PHILCO L 4164 A).
These diodes are made out of a highly doped, alloyed
germanium p-n junction and are characterized by their
low noise particularly in the range of 1 kHz - 10 kHz.
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Figure (3-3) shows the noise figure for these diodes
as a function of frequency.

The noise figure of typical

point contact diodes is also plotted for comparison.

The two backward diodes in the microwave
bridge are connected differentially to a PAR
B-l transformer-coupled preamplifier.

type

This preamplifier

mixes the signal from both diodes and also serves to
match the output impedance of the diodes (which is low
for backward diodes) with the higher impedance at the
input of the amplifier.

The lock-in amplifier is a PAR Model HR8
phase sensitive detector.

This detector has a narrow

band pass filter which allows the passage of only a
small range of frequencies whose phase is equal to
that of a reference signal.

In this manner most of

the noise and possible microphonics on the system are
not amplified.

The small modulation coils mentioned

before are driven at the same frequency and phase as
the reference signal in the phase sensitive detector.
Consequently the E.P.R. signal is modulated at this
same frequency,

fhis modulated signal passes the

narrow band pass filter and is amplified to be dis¬
played on the scope or to be permanently recorded
with a Hewlett-Packard xy recorder.
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FIGURE 3-3 Noise figure versus frequency for backward
diodes and point contact diodes.
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When the peak-to-peak modulation amplitude
is smaller than the E.P.R. line width the displayed
absorption signal will be the first derivative of the
real absorption. Figure (3-4).

d).- Cryogenic System.-

Most of the E.P.R. work on Jahn Teller
systems requires temperatures well below room tempera¬
ture and usually in the liquid helium range.

The

E.P.R. cavity must be placed inside of a cryogenic
system capable of mantaining these temperatures.

The

system employed in this lab consists of two concentric
Dewars, each one made with a double glass wall with
the space between evacuated.

The walls are silver

plated to reduce thermal radiation.

The outer Dewar

is filled with liquid nitrogen and the system is allowed
to cool down until the temperature on the inner Dewar
is close to that of liquid nitrogen.

Heat is transferred

from the inner to the outer Bewar by a small

amount of

nitrogen gas (10 mm Hg or less) in the vacuum space of
the inner Dewar. 0,nce liquid helium is transferred into
the inner Dewar, the nitrogen solidifies forming a hard
vacuum.

In this manner the liquid helium can last for

several hours provided the outer Dewar is kept full of
liquid nitrogen, figure (3-5).
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cavity
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B.- THE MICROWAVE CAVITIES AND STRESS MECHANISMS.

INTRODUCTION

The application of controlled amounts of stress
to a sample placed inside of a microwave cavity which is
inside a Dewar system between the pole faces of a magnet,
presents some problems* Ideally one would like to apply
stress in any direction with respect to the external
magnetic field, but the cavity shape requirements and
space available limit the possibilities of applied stress
to one direction per cavity.

Two cavities existed

before this experiment was started; one for vertical
stress, i.e. normal to the plane of rotation of the

-

magnetic field, and the other for horizontal stress,
i.e. in the plane of rotation of the external magnetic
field.

The limitation to two directions of stress was

not so serious, though, because the sample axis or

-

planes could be oriented in several ways with respect
to both magnetic field plane and stress direction.

The next two sections will describe the microwave cavities used for applying "vertical" stress and
"horizontal" stress.

The next section will include a

description of the techniques developed to get homo¬
geneous strain through out the crystal as well as
reliable readings of the applied stress.
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a).- Vertical Stress Cavity.-

The cavity used when vertical stress was
applied was a rectangular TE-^Q^ cavity made out of
copper (figure 3-6).

Here 101 indicate the number of

half wavelengths in the x y and z directions.

This

can be seen from the figure, where the electric field,
magnetic field and currents are indicated for this
cavity.

The cavity is coupled to the microwave bridge

by placing the iris at the center of one of the small
side faces, i.e. where the intensity of the magnetic
field is larger.
z s c , x s a/2

In this case the iris was placed at
y» b/2.

The dimensions of the cavity were as ,9in,
b «,4in, c s.85in corresponding to a resonant frequency

Vx 9.4GHz in the TEj^ mode for the unloaded cavity.
As can be seen from the figure the magnetic field is
more intense at the faces, one of them the x = a face
and the electric field is stronger at the center of the
cavity.

For this reason, the paramagnetic sample
could be placed at x»a, zsc/2, ysb/2.

This allowed

it to be under the strongest oscillating magnetic field,
and the weakest electric field, affecting the cavity &

-
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FIGURE 3-6

Rectangular cavity showing

TE^QI

mode;

a) .- instantaneous lines of electric field E
and of magnetic field B.
b) .- instantaneous currents.
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factor a minimum due to dielectric losses.

The

current diagram shows that currents are weaker at the
corners in particular at x* a, xsso and currents are
directed in the£ y direction.

Therefore, slots could

be cut in the faces ze 0 and zs c at xs a and y» b/2
without significantly perturbing the cavity currents.
This allowed us to apply external stress on the sample
by compressing it between two plungers, one of them
connected through the slot to the lever producing the
stress.
The stress mechanism is shown in figure (3-7).
The lever or arm made out of brass was soldered to a
threaded brass tube.

There was a vertical channel

outside of the cavity to constrain the lever motion to
the vertical.

A long non magnetic (steel) rod controlled

from the outside of the Dewar and threaded in its lower
end would make this lever go up or down when rotated.
Motion up pushed the lower plunger against the sample
compressing it against the upper plunger which rested
on the top of the cavity.

A strain gage was placed on

the lower part of the lower plunger outside of the ca¬
vity.

Strain gages could not be placed inside of the

cavity without seriously reducing the sensitivity of
the system because their conducting parts would disturb
the microwave fields.
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FIGURE 3-7

. Cavity and stress mechanism for vertical
stress experiments.

FIGURE 3-8. Cavity and stress mechanism for horizontal
stress experiments.
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The advantages of the "vertical stress" cavity
were the following:
i) .- The sample could be of any length, even
larger than the parameter £.
ii) .- There was no special requirement on the
size of the lower plunger; the upper plunger should be
such that the sample was positioned near zs c/2.
iii) .- The 0, factor decrease due to slots was
very low.
iv) .- Several strain gages could be placed on
the lower plunger to check for uniformity of stress.

The disadvantages of the vertical stress
cavity were:
i) .- The lever bent when large stress was
applied producing a non uniform strain on the plunger
and consequently on the crystal.
ii) .- The sample was very unstable when stress
was released; it fell down, tilted, etc.

b).- Horizontal Stress Cavity.-

The E.P.R. cavity used when horizontal stress
was applied was also a TEj^ with cavity dimensions
as .889in b s .2in

c: .917in and resonant frequency
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when unloaded of 9.3 GHz.

The coupling of this cavity

to the microwave bridge was also done by placing the
iris at zsc, xs a/2, y* b/2.

In contrast with the

vertical stress cavity, this cavity was made out of
brass and the inner surface silver plated.

The sample

lay horizontally along the y axis crossing the cavity
at x=0, zsc/2, through one slot on each side. These
slots, unfortunately were made where the current density
was larger.

This naturally reduced the Q. of the cavity

more.

The stress mechanism is shown on figure (3-8).
The lever turned about a fixed pivot.

The right side,

referring to the figure, stressed one plunger when on
the left side a short rod pushed the lever down.

This

was done by rotating the threaded rod from outside the
Dewar.

The sample was again placed between two plungers,

but this time it rested on the side walls, and wouldn't
fall down or change position when stress was released.
Along the line plunger-sample-plunger there was a
channel to keep the three parts in line.

Advantages of the horizontal stress cavity:
i).- Sample more stable in place.
ii).- Larger stress could be applied to the
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sample, because of the lever and rod shapes gave a
larger torque.

Disadvantages :
i) .- The d factor was considerably reduced
due to the slots.
ii) .- The two plungers had to be very preciselly measured and cut, because the lever could only
move a few millimeters.
iii) .- As stress was increased the angle
between the plunger axis and the lever changed changing
the point at which stress was applied to the plunger
and yielding inhomogeneous stress.
iiii).- There was only space for one strain
gage, so, no comparison could be made to check for
homogeneity.

c).- Stress Channel.-

In order to overcome most of the disadvantages
of each cavity system, a system that would fulfill the
following requirements was designed:
i).- It had to keep the sample in place when
it was released from stress in either cavity, and when
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a large stress was applied.
ii) .- It could have no glue or any material
between sample and plungers because this would introduce
inhomogeneity in the stress.
iii)

.- Plunger

workable to high precision, i.e. to make good perpendi¬
cular surfaces, but soft enough to act as a cushion, in
order to avoid breaking the samples, and to help in
making the stress more uniform.
iv ).- The materials used had to have low
dielectric losses so that the cavity

Q.

wouldn't be

affected very much.
v ).- It had to keep the system well in line
regardless of temperature changes and consequently
shrinking or expansion of different materials, etc.
vi ).- It had to give uniform strain all along
the sample, even if the lever angle would change.

This suggested the idea of building a channel,
figure (3-9), of some material and the plungers of the
same material and made to fit exactly one another. The
same material in both would guarantee equal change in
dimensions with temperature changes, maintaining always
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The plunger ends would be cut as close as

possible to 90° with respect to the side walls.

The

crystal would sit in between two plungers inside of the
channel but would have shorter width and depth so that
when stress was applied it would be free to adjust it¬
self to the parallel surfaces of the plungers.
This would work well if the crystal surfaces
were parallel enough to avoid more stress on one corner
than another.

The channel would hold the lower plunger

and guide it regardless of lever angle, but in order to
make strain as homogeneous as possible, between lever
and plunger a brass hemisphere would be placed in such
a way' that it would only touch the lever at one point
but would rest all of its flat part against the plunger
(figure 3-9).
The material that suited all the requirements
for the channel and plungers was plexiglass even consi¬
dering that the U factor in the cavity was somewhat
lowered because of dielectric losses in the plexiglass.
It could be worked with a milling machine to high pre¬
cision (.001 in.) and was soft enough to improve the
uniformity of the applied stress. The hemisphere placed
underneath the plunger was made out of copper or brass.

Once the plexiglass channel and plungers were
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hemisphere
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built and the whole system in place, four strain gages,
one on each side of the lower plunger, were used to
compare stress on different sides.

The resulting homo¬

geneity was very good; the standard deviation for the
different

readings was

t 57.,

and this same precision was

obtained at room temperature, liquid nitrogen tempe¬
rature and liquid helium temperatures.

The parallelism of the ends of the crystal
was achieved using a polishing jig built previously in
this lab (19 ).

The jig body was of aluminum and

supported by three precision carbide tipped micro¬
meter heads equally spaced on a 2" radius.

The CaF£

sample was held by two teflon set screws and a réversi¬
ble brass mounting plate which was securely screwed
to a center sliding brass piston.

The sliding piston

was hand lapped for a very close tolerance fit in the
jig body.
gravity.

The sliding piston was free to move under
This insured a constant pressure of the

sample upon the polishing surface.

To polish a sample, the jig with the sample
in position was placed upon
surface.

the

rotary polishing

The micrometers were adjusted to polish the

crystal end to the desired angle with the axis.

The
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three micrometer heads and the sample were in contact
with the polishing surface.

When the sample end was

sufficiently flat, the mounting plate holding the
sample was turned over in the sliding piston and the
other end polished flat.

The mounting plate consisted of a 3/8" thick
brass disc with a small "VM block soldered into a round
hole in the center.

Two sides of the sample were held

against the V block by two teflon screws with foot pads
against the opposite sides.

Parallelism was checked

indirectly by placing the polished surface against an
optical flat (Do All) and observing interference fringes
under monochromatic sodium light.

When a sample was

properly polished one fringe could be observed around
the polished surface forming a circle around the center
of the surface.

For our case, when both sides of the

crystal showed this pattern, i.e. parallel to>s5000£ ,
they were considered properly polished.

The stress mechanism previously described
together with the samples polished to good parallelism
yielded very good results as far as uniformity of stress
was concerned as could be observed from the
spectra of stressed samples.

E.P.R.
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In order to determine the amount of stress
at our sample, when strain gages were placed on the
lower plexiglass plunger for a typical E.P.R. experi¬
ment, it was necessary to determine the elastic proper¬
ties of plexiglass as compared to CaF2 at 4.2° K.

In

order to make this calibration, two strain gages were
placed on opposite sides of a CaF2 crystal.

This

crystal was places in a channel similar to that used
in the experiments, but with additional side slots so
that the wires of the strain gages could be connected
to the outside of the cavity, figure (3-10).

Two other

strain gages were placed on the lower part of the
plexiglass plunger, on the same sides as the gages on
the CaF2 crystal.

This setup was placed inside the

E.P.R. cavity, and cooled to 4.2°K.

A number of

measurements were made on both sides of the crystal for
different amounts of stress, comparing strain readings
for gages on the same side.

The elasticity ratio

between plexiglass and CaF2 along the
was found to be 15^ 2 at 4.2°K.

[no]

direction

Here - 2 represents

the standard deviation.

C.- PREPARATION OF CaF2 :Sc2* CRYSTALS.
INTRODUCTION
This section describes the steps necessary to
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FIGURE 3-10. Channel for calibration of elastic
constants of plexiglass as compared
to CaF2*
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obtain CaF2 crystals doped with divalent scandium,
starting from pure CaF£

crystals.

The preparation

can be divided into 4 steps:
a) .- Crystal orientation
b) .- Vapor deposition of scandium
c) .- Scandium diffusion
d) Reduction

a).- CRYSTAL ORIENTATION
Pure CaF^ single crystals obtained from
Harshaw Chemical Co. were used as host crystals. They
were irregular in shape and had to be cut along the
planes on which stress was to be applied.
saw was used to cut the crystals.

A diamond

The crystal was

placed on the adjustable base of the saw.

This base

could be rotated to any angle with a precision of 1
minute of arc, or tilted from the horizontal with the
same precision as well as displaced in the same di¬
rection as the blade or normal to the direction of the
blade, with an accuracy of 2/1000 of an inch. A hy¬
draulic jack controlled the weight of the arm where
the blade was in such a way that the arm's vertical
displacement could be adjusted from several inches per
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minute to tenths of an inch per hour, regulating this
way the cutting speed.

This turned out to be very

useful for soft crystals such as CaF2» because fast
cutting (1/10 of an inch per minute) would break the
crystal.

The blade rotating speed could also be varied

for better results.

The blade and crystal were cooled

during the cutting process with running water.

The

diamond blade (Norton) was 6 inches in diameter all
metal with diamond grains on the sides close to the
edge and on the edge.

Depending on the type of crystal

to be cut, blades could be chosen with different grain
density, grain thickness, edge thickness, etc..
CaF2 the MD-220, N-100, 1/8 blade was used.

For

This is

a thin low grain density blade special for soft crystals.
In order to determine the planes required,
for a given piece of crystal, the orientation of the
cleavage planes was used as follows:
CaF£ has cubic symmetry, and the lattice is
formed by fluorines on the corners of the cube and body
centered calciums on every other cube.

In contrast

with the alkali halides that cleave in {100} planes,
crystals with the CaF£ type structure cleave along the
{Lll} planes.

Two {ill} planes intersect in a ^110^

direction; making an angle of 70.6° or 109.4°, as shown
in figure (3-11); the plane normal to this intersection
is a {uo> plane.

As seen in figure (3-12) a rotation
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FIGURE 3-11. Two

$lll} planes intersect in a (110^

direction making an angle of 70.6° or 109.4°

FIGURE 3-12. Rotation about QllO} yields the three
principal crystallographic directions.
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of 35.3° from a (Lli) direction towards the other (ill)
(if the two

{ml planes are 109.4° appart) about a

<110> axis yields a {Ho} plane while rotation of 54.7°
in the opposite direction yields a {00l} plane.
two {Hi} planes are 70.6°

If the

apart, then a rotation of

54.7° from a (ill) direction towards another (ill)di¬
rection yields a {00l} plane while rotation of 35.3°
in the opposite direction yields a

{lïo}

plane.

For this reasons, a {110} plane was cut and
placed horizontally on the adjustable base of the saw.
Doing the proper rotations either the {100}

jlioj

or

{ill} planes could be placed parallel to the blade and
cut, depending on which one we were interested in.

b).- VAPOR DEPOSITION OF SCANDIUM

Once the crystals were cut, the surfaces had
to be cleaned before depositing the scandium.

For

this purpose several techniques were attempted, none
of which seemed clearly superior.

Essentially, the

crystals were dampened in a solvent and kept in an
ultrasonic cleaner for one hour or boiled in a dilute
acid and later washed in distilled water, and kept in
acetone until used.

Once ready to use, they were

placed in the deposition basket, still wet in acetone,
and warmed up with a heat gun to let the acetone eva-
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Once in place, they were kept under high vacuum

until the Sc film was deposited.
The High Vacuum Evaporator model VE770 made
by VEECO is schematically drawn in figure (3-13).

It

consisted of a mechanical pump, diffusion pump, belljar
chamber and evaporator.

The mechanical pump (Welch

Model 1397) served to reduce the pressure of the system
from atmospheric pressure to about 10”^ torr. It phy¬
sically swept the air from the system, using a rotary
device, see figure (3-14).

This rotor was set eccen¬

trically to the pump cavity, and it contained two vanes
that were kept in contact with the walls of the pump
cavity by a compression spring.

Particles were accepted

within the cavity walls in the first half of the cycle
and then compressed and expelled in the second half.
This pumping system limited the ultimate pressure
achievable by the pump to about 10”^

mm Hg.

Once this

pressure was obtained, the mechanical pump served to
"back" the diffusion pump.
The diffusion pump was used to reduce the
pressure to about 10"8 torr.

It consisted of 3 oil

vapor jets which trapped gas molecules and forced them
in the direction of the mechanical pump.

The vapor jets

resulted when an oil pool at the bottom of the pump was
heated, forcing oil vapor up the jet stack, as shown in
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FIGURE 3-13.- Schematic diagram of High Vacuum evaporator VE-770
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FIGURE 3-14. Mechanical Pump, Partial Cross Section.

To cold trap and vacuum system

FIGURE 3-15. Diffusion Pump, Schematic
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figure (3-15).

The vapor would strike the top cap and

would be projected downward and in a radial direction.
The vapor jet clearance was kept small, greatly in¬
creasing the velocity of the vapor.

The high speed

vapor hit the molecules on its way down and gave them
momentum towards the pump walls.
walls, oil

Upon hitting the cool

was condensed into a liquid which then

flowed back to the bottom pool.
by water.

The walls were cooled

The entrained gas molecules were then swept

out by the mechanical "forepump".

The oil used in the

diffusion pump was highly refined with a very low vapor
pressure.

Just above the diffusion pump was located

the liquid nitrogen cold trap, which acted as a cryo¬
genic pump.

The cold trap reduced pressure by condensing

or freezing out on its surfaces condensible vapors that
might have existed in the system.

This cold trap

together with the water baffle underneath it prevented
oil vapor that originated from the diffusion pump from
diffusing back into the system.
In between the diffusion pump plus cold trap
and belljar chamber there was a high vacuum valve. This
valve remained closed when the belljar chamber was
brought to atmospheric pressure, or was being pumped
down with the mechanical pump, and was only opened
when the belljar chamber pressure was between 50 and
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1 microns, to preserve the oil in the diffusion pump
from getting contaminated.
Under high vacuum the pressure was measured
using RG-75 ionization gauge tubes or inverted
Bayard-Alpert tubes.

These Bayard-Alpert gauge tubes

are called inverted because the filament is placed
outside of the grid and the ion collector or plate
inside of the grid while in the original Bayard-Alpert
gauges the opposite occurs.
same manner.

Both gauges work in the

The filament emits electrons, which are

trapped by the grid.
air molecules.

Some of these electrons ionize

These positively charged molecules

are attracted by the ion collector, taking their missing
electrons from it, and establishing a current in the
collector.

This current is proportional to the air

density in the system.

The RG-75 ion gauge tubes

response was from 10"^® to 2 xlO"® torr.

For larger

pressures a normal Hastings vacuum gauge tube was used,
consisting essentially of a device that measures thermal
conductivity as a function of amount of air in the
system.
The vacuum expected for this system under
normal operating conditions should have been between
1 to 2 x 10"® torr, however, this was not the case. The
system required several improvements.

The fist step
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was to fix all the leaks (real leaks and virtual leaks)
left by the VEECO personnel that installed the appara¬
tus .
Real leaks could be detected, depending on
the size of the leak, by three methods.

Large leaks

were usually observed by building up a large pressure
inside of the system and using water with soap on the
outside.

Bubbles would form where the leak was. Smaller

leaks could be detected by pumping the system down and
damping the outside with some high vapor pressure li¬
quid like acetone.

Acetone was sucked in where the

leak was and vaporized inmediately, raising the inside
pressure of the system so much that any pressure gauge
could detect it.
Very small leaks,

cc 10”®

- 10*10 torr*liter/

second, required a more sophisticated method of detec¬
tion.

A He leak detector was connected to the system

to be tested.

Once high vacuum was achieved the

diffusion pump of the leak detector kept the whole
system at low pressure.

A mass spectrometer calibrated

for helium molecules was in series with the leak de¬
tector diffusion pump.

Using a thin tube, connected

to the helium gas tank, the leak was traced from the
outside.

When the helium passed through the leak it

travelled up to the mass spectrometer where it was de¬
tected.

It was also possible to fill up the system
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with helium gas and connect the leak detector to some
capillary tube with a small controlled leak in it, i.e.
reverse the procedure just outlined above.

The inside

overpressure would allow some concentration of helium,
outside of the system close to where the system leak
was.

The leak detector would then indicate the region

where the leak was.
Real leaks usually occurred in: 0 rings, loose
baseplate feedthroughs, tiny cracks in the ionization
gauge tubes, bell jar boot gasket, etc..
Virtual leaks occurred when inside of the
system some part had adsorbed gas molecules and, while
the system was under vacuum, this part was outgassing,
keeping the overall pressure high.

This could happen

very easily when metals were cleaned with some high
vapor pressure solvent like acetone, alcohol, etc. To
solve this problem the metal or glass had to be warmed
up with a heat gun to allow all the solvent to evapor¬
ate before placing the system under vacuum.

Other

materials whose vapor pressure is large and are not
recommended for high vacuum use are:
Vapor pressure in mm Hg. at 20° C
Acetone

184.8

Ethyl alcohol

43.9

Methyl alcohol

96.0
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442.2

Ethyl Ether

mm Hg.

Water

17.53

Vacuum Greases

10”5 to 10“6

Trichloroe thylene

80.0

Vacuum grease absorbs gases and water, consequently
pressures of 10“® or 10“^ could not be achieved when
vacuum grease was used.
Another source of virtual leaks was any
threaded part, that was not properly vented, because
gas molecules could go around the thread when the sys¬
tem was at air pressure, and these molecules were
slowly released when the system was under vacuum. To
solve this problem a slot had to be cut on each side
of the male or female thread, to reduce the impedance
and allow molecules to exit easily.
Once all the leaks were corrected and the
ionization gauges properly baked, to let them outgas
all the trapped molecules on their glass surfaces, a
vacuum of 2x10“® torr and lxl0’8 torr was achieved at
the belljar chamber and at the diffusion pump chamber
respectively.
In the belljar chamber the thin film deposi¬
tion was done.

Some feedthroughs were provided to let

currents, gases, etc. into the chamber.

Inside of the
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chamber two copper rods were placed connected to an
external D.C. power supply.

A high voltage was applied

to a tantalum boat that was in between the copper rods.
The tantalum boat contained the material to be deposited,
and due to tantalum's high resistance and high melting
point, it achieved high enough temperatures to vaporize
the dopant, without melting itself.

Two inches above the tantalum boat was a bas¬
ket made out of a thin copper
ples were placed.

grid, where the sam¬

When the dopant was vaporized, it

would directly deposit on the surface of the crystal.
If the vacuum was good enough, highly oxidizing metals
could be deposited very succesfully, obtaining a uni¬
form shiny surface of metal at the crystal.
A stainless steel can was made and placed
over the tantalum boat and crystals to avoid the dopantvapor contamination of all the belljar and diffusion
pump when the deposition was made.

A

rotary vane was used to isolate the crystals temporari¬
ly from the tantalum boat and dopant.

This was done to

prevent the crystals from beingcontaminated when the
tantalum boat and dopant were being warmed up, because
as their temperature was increased they would outgas
moisture adsorbed.

Once the dopant temperature was

close to its melting point the vane was removed and the
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voltage through the boat increased achieving the vapor
deposition in the cleanest form.

Once

the metal was

deposited, the system was allowed to cool down and the
process was repeated for a different face of the crys¬
tal, until all sides were properly covered.

c).- SCANDIUM DIFFUSION
If there is a concentration gradient of dopant
atoms in a solid, there will be a flux of these moving
through the solid.

The net flux

of atoms is related

to the gradient of the concentration N by the phenome¬
nological relation called Fick's law:( ^ ^

N

(3-1)

where D is
-

(3-2)
Vs atomic vibrational frequency, a = distance between
lattice planes,

E= activation energy or potential

that the impurity must surmount to change from one plane
to the next, T is the absolute temperature and ^ is the
Boltzmann constant.

For diffusion of different impurities in
CaF2 typical values of E are reported to be^

20

^

on

the order of 1 ev. No data for diffusion of scandium
was found.
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From (3-1^ (}-2) we see that a better diffusion
can be achieved by raising the temperature of the sys¬
tem as much as possible below the melting point. Best
results were obtained when the crystal was kept at
1150° C for about 48 hours.

This diffusion, however

had to take place in an oxygen free atmosphere. Attempts
were made to place the samples in

&■

quartz tube, which

then was evacuated using a mechanical or forepump, and
sealed.

The results were not very good.

After the

diffusion process some quartz ampoules were found broken
and the crystals melted, others were apparently in good
shape but the CaF2 crystals were very brittle, while
others were in good condition.

Tests showed that at

high temperature scandium, oxygen and quartz would
react in such a way that the quartz would turn brittle,
become white to brown in color and then would break
and let more oxygen in.

This same phenomenon seemed

to happen with other low melting point metals like copper,
magnesium, etc..

For this reason: a) high vacuum was

required, b) the scandium had to be isolated from the quartz
tube.

The scandium in the crystals was isolated from

the quartz tube by placing them inside of a tantalum
boat.

In order to get high vacuum in the quartz ampoules

a portable vacuum system was built.
schematically this system.

Fig. (3-16) shows

Its design was similar to

that of the vacuum system previously described, and it
was operated in a similar way.
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vacuum valve
quick coupling

funnel to cold trap
high vac.
valve
cold
cathod
tube

Hastings gauge
meter
cold
cathode gauge
meter

to mechanical pump
partial cross section of diffusion pump
Figure 3-16

Portable high vacuum system
and diffusion pump.
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Some differences between the portable diffusion
pump and the Veeco system were the following:
1) .- The ultimate vacuum achieved by the
portable system was 2x10"® torr while that of the Veeco
system was 1x10“® torr.

This was due to the fact that

the jet stack of the former had two stages and was of
smaller capacity than that of the latter whose jet stack
had 3 stages.
2) .- The high vacuum measuring tube in the por¬
table system was a cold cathode gauge, which operated
from almost room pressure to 1x10“® torr while the RG75
ion gauges of the Veeco system operated in the range
10"® to 10”^® torr and a second gauge was required from
10"® to- room pressure.
3) .- The portable system was designed to be
air cooled while the Veeco system was water cooled. This
allowed the portable system to be used in places where
no special water plug and drain were provided.
Instead of having a baseplate and belljar,
the portable system's manifold was a closed cylindrical
brass can with four tubes, each one containing it's own
high vacuum valve and 0 ring coupling.

These quick

disconnect couplings were fixed to the system with four
screws so that they could be replaced for others of
different outside diameter.

In this way coupling to

different size tubing could be very easily achieved.
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The advantage of this was that the system could be used
to evacuate and seal four quartz tubes at a time or it
could be coupled to any system that required high vacuum
using standard copper or brass tubing.

Another goal in

the design of this system was to make it as safe as
possible and reduce the mantainance work to a minimum.
For this reason the mechanical pump, cooling fan and
pump heater were connected in series, so that the third
wouldn't work in the absence of the second and the se¬
cond wouldn't work if the mechanical pump was off. Also
a safety can was placed (See figure

3-16

mechanical pump and the diffusion pump.

) between the
The can inner

volume was large enough to contain all of the oil in
the mechanical pump.

On the top of the can, the connec¬

tion to the diffusion pump was made.

In the event of

current dropping suddenly, the system would stop working
and the diffusion pump higher vacuum with respect to the
mechanical pump would suck all the mechanical pump oil,
but this oil would have to fill up first the safety can,
and by this time would create high vacuum in the mecha¬
nical pump and never would get into the diffusion pump.
A venting valve was placed on the top of the safety can
so that the system could be brought to atmospheric
pressure when needed.
The table of the portable system was covered
with an asbestos layer to protect it from the heat of
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the torch used to seal the quartz tubes.
Once the crystal was placed in the quartz
tube and the tube was outgassed and evacuated to 10
torr, the sealing of the quartz tube was accomplished.
The capsules were then placed in the furnace for diffu¬
sion.

The warming up and cooling down of the furnace

was made very slowly, at least 12 hours, to prevent
the crystals from breaking and to avoid internal strain
due to rapid temperature changes.

The resultant crys¬

tals exhibited a gray color and the scandium concen¬
tration at the surface was low.

d).- REDUCTION

CaF2 samples prepared as explained above
didn't show any E.P.R. spectra, as expected.

This

agrees with the assumption that scandium diffuses into
the lattice as a trivalent ion ^

2

*^ ^

22

^

I.e.

the ground state electronic configuration is

jÂr].

The reduction from Sc^+ to Sc^* can be
achieved by x or ft" radiation at room temperature or by
vapor reduction in a Ca atmosphere).
method was used with good results.

The first

A dosage of 50kV,

30mA on a 150KV D Fract Focus tube was applied to the
sample by x radiation for about 5 hours.

The E.P.R.
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spectra observed were in good agreement with that
observed by Hcichli and Es tie' ', and Herrington,
Estie and Baatner^

).

It is believed that electrons are ejected
from other atoms of the crystal when x rays are applied
( 23 ).

These free electrons are trapped by scandium

atoms changing their ground state electronic configu¬
ration to [Ar} 3d1.
After x irradiation the crystals exhibited
a blue to violet color and when placed under ultravio¬
let light they exhibited a weak red to purple fluor¬
escence.

If the crystals were stored at room tempera¬

ture the E.P.R. intensity decreased considerably after
some hours.

Hence it was necessary to store the crys¬

tals in liquid nitrogen (77°K).
The blue color acquired when irradiated
remained unchanged for weeks, when the crystal was
left at room temperature. X irradiation at 77°K was
attempted but no E.P.R. spectra or very weak one were
observed.

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION

The CaF2:Sc

2+

crystals prepared as explained

in the last chapter, and observed with the E.P.R.
spectrometer at 1.2K, after X

raditation gave the

spectra presented in figure 4-1.

These spectra

corresponds to no external applied stress and with the
magnetic field H along the (l00> , ^110^, and^lll^
directions.

The ^111^ spectra shows 8 transitions

corresponding to the 8 hyperfine lines due to the
scandium nuclear spin (1=7/2 ). Each one of this lines
splits in two for any other orientation of H, e.g. H
along (lOO) , H along (110) > exhibiting a shape similar
to that in figure (2-1).

For each envelope one of the

two extrema shows some not very well resolved lines
that have been attributed to the ligand nuclear spin
interaction of the eight fluorines (1=1/2).

The

angular dependence and shape of the hyperfine lines, as
well as other features of the spectra have been
successfully explained by Herrington, Estle and Boatner^
in terms of the effective Hamiltonian for a dynamic
Jahn-Teller system, equation (2-13 ). The values of the
parameters g^, qg2> A^, qA^, determined by them are:

-

g

l
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1.9719 ±.0005
-

qg2 - -0.0211
A

-

l =
qA z
2

Ï

.0005

-1
-65.8 ±.5 x 10‘4 cm
-1
-4
cm
-24.1±.5 x 10

H

(4-1)
A calculation of the parameter q yielded qi 0.69
which corresponds to a weak vibronic oupling.

The

good agreement obtained by them between the proposed
model and the experimental data allows us to start our
2+
analysis of the CaF:Sc
data for large applied stress
based on the model of a dynamic Jahn-Teller system
with weak vibronic coupling.
The next section will show the data for the
effect of large applied stress on this system.

After

that the next two sections will analize and explain
the data. Later, conclusions and plans for future work
will be presented.

A.- EFFECT OF A LARGE APPLIED
UNIAXIAL STRESS ON THE E.P.R. SPECTRA.
Large uniaxial stress means a stress large
enough to clearly overcome random strain in the crystal,
or operationally a value at which the E.P.R.
has been significantly modified.
CaF^^c

2+

spectra

This corresponds in

to at least a contraction of 125y^in/in
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corresponding to a force per unit area or stress of
2 x 10

8

2

dynes/cm .

With this idea in mind we present

in figure 4-2 the spectra for CaF :Sc
the

2^

with H along

p.10] direction but stress along the a).- jlOQj

direction, b).- no applied stress, c).- [lid] direction.
In the abscence of applied stress the two extrema for
each envelope almost have the same intensity, while
for case a) one extrema for each envelope grows while
the other almost vanishes.
along the pM)]

When stress is applied

, i.e. c), the opposite happens.

The

position of the 16 extrema are indicated by 16 lines.
8 equivalent extremes are indicated by lines like
--------

while the other 8 by lines like
#

in either case

a) or c) the new 8

lines are more symmetrical in shape with the center of
the line at the same position as the extremes determined
using the method described by equation (2-18).
For stress along [lid)

the figure shows that

the resolution of the superhyperfine structure
(S.H.F.S.) is improved while for stress along 0LOQ1 no
S.H.F.S. is observed.
A similar set of effects is obtained for
stress and magnetic field at other directions, and
when the angular dependence of the new lines is plotted
for different cases the qualitative result is very much

Stress dependence of E.P.R. spectra for CaF2:Sc

CM

FIGURE 4-2.

JLJLU
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the same as that obtained theoretically (figure 2-3)
except for fig. 2-3c and 2-3e. (No data is available
for the angular dependence under the conditions of
figures 2-3c and 2-3d).

The only difference between

the experimental plots for large stress and theoretical
ones is that instead of getting two new lines per
envelope only one line is observed at 1.2K and at
4.2K.
In every case, for stress along the (110^
direction good resolution of the S. H. F. structure
for H along (100^,

(llO) and {111} directions.

For

stress along the (00O direction the S.H.F. structure
was observed only in the limit of very large stress.
An explanation for this behaviour will be attempted in
section 4-C.
It is important to note here, that it was
only possible to observe good resolution of the
S.H.F.S. for large stress applied along the ^001} when
the plexiglass stress mechanism was used.

Adding this

to the fact that only equal readings of strain in
opposite sides of the system were obtained! when this
system was used, we conclude that this system considerably
improved the homogeneity of applied stress throughout
the crystal.
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B.- ANALYSIS OF THE E.P.R. SPECTRA
FOR LARGE APPLIED STRESS
From the qualitative information of the last
section we can concludethe following:
a).- The fact that only one new line appears
per envelope for large applied stress means that the
splitting of the ground vibronic doublet is so large,
compared to kT, that the upper level gives an E.P.R.
signal which doesn't exceed the ndise level.
This means that the random strain splitting
must be large in the following sense.

When stress is

being applied no effect is noticed in the E.P.R. spectra
until the induced strain is larger than the random strain
in the crystal.

By this time the two vibronic levels

are split so much that no E.P.R. spectrum is observed
due to the upper level, even at 4.2K.

If we note that

the two lines plotted in each case of figure (2-3) were
predicted under the assumption that both vibronic levels
were equally populated, then it is possible to find out
comparing theoretical and experimental curves which of
the two states in the original doublet remains lowest
i.e. the sign of qV2* Using the parameter values obtained
by Herrington et al. the theoretical angular dependence
for the 7/2 h.f. transition is plotted in figure 4-3
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when stress is along the

Q.1CQ direction and H is in tte (HCf) plane.

Plotted are the lines for qV^ > 0 and qV£ < 0.

The

experimental lines under the same conditions, are also
marked with circles in the same figure.

The overlap .

of one theoretical and the experimental lines is very
good, within experimental error.

This suggests that

qV^ < 0. Similar agreement is obtained for all other
cases compared. Consequently: a) the model proposed
in chapter two properly predicts at least qualitatively
the behaviour of the E.P.R. spectra for large applied
stress, b) the splitting parameter qV^ is negative,
i.e.

is

^

0.

c) The results obtained suggest the

possibility of evaluating for the fist time

qW^
O

finding the average random strain in CaF2:Sc

and of

i

crystals.

The quantity qV^ can be determined by means of a
temperature dependence study under a known amount of
stress, i.e. by increasing the temperature until the
upper vibronic level is populated enough as to be observed
in the E.P. R. spectra, (provided the temperature doesn't
have to be raised so much that the spectra due to rapid
vibronic relaxation dominates).

Knowing the ratio

of line intensities, the temperature and the stress
qV^ can be evaluated from eqn. (2-20).
Once qV^ is determined the average splitting
due to random strain can be obtained by looking at the
stress necessary to start overcoming random strain.

100 Gauss
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FIGURE 4-3.- 7/2 Hyperfine transition angular dependence
for stress along

jlioland H in (lio).

Continuous line represents the predicted
spectra for qV£>0 and qV^O.
Circles represent experimental data.
This means that qV^^O,
1

-
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A rough calculation from the data obtained
indicates that qV^ must be at least :

J

%%.[

2- 6

*

lO^ctn1

This result was obtained by considering that for stress
of about 1000yuin/in, only the line due to the lower
level was observed; therefore the E.P.R. line of the
upper level was assumed to be no bigger than the noise
level.

Consequently the ratio of intensities was

greater than the signal to noise ratio of the observed
line, or equal to,i.e. ^8.

With that ratio at

1.2°K,AE was determined from the Boltzmann equation
for thermal population and plugged in eqn. (2-20)
yielding q\^ ^ 6 x 10^ cm”*’.
Random strain is of the order of lOO^ain/in
(pagei.07)

and consequently the splitting due to

residual strain must be at least 1 cm”^.
d) In HBchli's results for CaF^iSc^4 ^

22

^

no change

in the E.P.R. spectra was observed when a moderate

2

stress of about 250 kg/cnr s 2.45 x 10

[1003 direction.

8

2

dyne/cmz along

The only explanation that we can see

for his unperturbed E.P.R. spectra is that random strain
in his crystals was larger for some reason, maybe due
to different Sc concentration, different heat treatment,
different crystal purity, etc..

This suggests the

necessity of studying with more detail the variations

-
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of the parameters for different crystals; like different
crystal preparations, different heat treatments, etc..
e) The good resolution obtained for the S.H.F.S. indicates
that the best method for its study consists of analyzing
it in the large stress limit, measuring its parameters
and observing its most important features.

After this

is done a description of the S.H.F. pattern exhibited
in the case of no applied stress can be achieved by
generalizing the results obtained when the crystal was
held at large stress.

C).- S.H.F.S. FOR LARGE APPLIED
STRESS.
The study of the S.H.F.S. for CaF^îSc

2+

has

been a very complex problem to solve in the past due
to the fact that each h.f. line consists of transitions
with different values of

9 = 6jVtTf

.

The resulting

envelope hardly can show a good resolution of details
ocurring at each
values of

^ .

0 and

S.H.F. spectra.

As will be shown^(figure 4-4),
yield completely different

Small variations about

r 71

change

the S.H.F. spectra more than small variations about
9=0 .

Consequently the non stressed spectra will

show some S.H.F. resolution at the extreme corresponding
to

but not at the extreme

•
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Large stress along the [)0l] direction, or
equivalent, makes

. This means (based on the discu¬

ssions of last section , i.e. large splitting) that the
ground state is a pure /g^ state.
stress along

Clio]

On the other hand

or equivalent gives t^cO > or a

ground state which is a pure /.

This inmediately

suggests that the S.H.F, interaction may be different
in one case than in the other due to the fact that
the electron spatial probability density is different
for these two cases and consequently the interaction
with the eight fluorines will differ somewhat.
Figure 4-4a) shows the S.H.F. spectra for
the Mj = -3/2 H.F. line under the following conditions:
stress along [001]
state
H along

[100]

(4-4)

S.H.F. splitting 0:3.3± 0.1 Gauss
and figure 4-4b)

corresponds again to the -3/2 H.F.

line under the following conditions:
stress along [llO]
state
H along

[OOl]

S.H.F. splitting

5.110.1 Gauss

(4-5)
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FIGURE 4-4
a)-

b)-

Superhyperiine spectra for the -3/2 H.F.
line under large stress for; a)- statel$y, stress along C009
and

with H along

and *fstO with H along

£l0dj . b)JÔOlJ .

state /6^, stress along

[lioj
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By measuring the intensity ratio between the different
S.H.F. lines in each case, and comparing to calculated
intensity ratios it was found that for figure 4-4a) the
spectra is equivalent to that of 6 equivalent fluorines
with a splitting 1/2 the splitting

of the other two,

(1.3: 8: 23: 43: 62: 70: 62: 70: 62: 43: 23: 8: 1.3),
while the intensity ratios for fig. 4-4b) correspond
to those of 8 equivalent ions (1: 8: 28: 56: 70: 56: 28:
8: 1). The second result is in good agreement with what
might be expected for an ion under cubic symmetry, when
the magnetic field is along the [lOOj

direction and the

S.H.F. interaction is much weaker than the nuclear
Zeeman interaction while the first result is confusing
because a spectrum due to 8 equivalent ions would be
expected.
Figure 4-5 shows schematically the different
combinations of stress and H and the behaviour of the
S.H.F. structure in each case: like number of lines,
intensity ratios etc...

From the data of this

figure and some other observations the following
conclusions can be obtained.
a).- The S.H.F.S. for the

/6> ground state

seems to indicate that, even in the limit of very large
stress, thesynmetry about the ion is still cubic, i.e.

-
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magnetic fie! |
H jp,

-

Looq

stress , /»i>No S.H.F.S.

a).- H along

tool stress,
6*2 equivalent
fluorines

I

[no] stress

[00l]

8 equivalent
fluorines

[001] stress, (0j> irregular shape 4+4 f's
b).- H along

£lloJ

[Î10] stress
8 equivalent f's
FIGURE 4-5.S.H.F.S. as a function
of stress.

H

—tLlO]stress,
6 equivalent f's.

c).-H along

(ill]
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the distortion that lifts the degeneracy'of the vibronic
doublet is so small that the 8 fluorines behave as
equivalent when H is along the JjLOCQ direction.
b) .- The S.H.F.S. for the |ér> ground state
is independent of the magnetic field*i.e. the intensity
ratios and the line splitting is the same for the low
field H.F. lines as for the high field, H. F. lines.
c) .- The S.H.F.S. for the

je> ground state

is either field dependent, or there exist contributions
to the spectra whose splitting is field dependent, in
such a way that good resolution in the limit of very
large stress is only obtained for the -3/2 and -1/2
hyperfine lines.

For other lines resolution gets

worse as one goes away from the -3/2 transition. This
suggests that the splitting of the field dependent
contribution, in case of the second possibility, is
accidentally a multiple of the splitting of the field
independent part at the -3/2 H.F. transition or close
to it.

The field dependent part might be explained

in terms of sattelite lines caused by the "spin-flip"
of one or more fluorine neighbours (as explained first
by Trammel et al for the case of atomic hydrogen

( 24 )

produced by irradiation of acids at low temperatures'1
(25 )
and observed also by Baker et al
forSstate ions
in CaF2).

'
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TABLE 4-1.-

Relation between experimental

S.H.F. splittings and predicted splittings
Measured
S.H.F.:S.
Gauss

Splitting
of S.H.F.

in terms
paramts.

#of
equiv. f*s

H

stress

1 m n

001

100

0 0 1

3.28

6&2
Aj + Ag + Aw+ A|V i=(l,..,8) 1«2 split

001

110

0 0 1

5.1

A, + A„ +2A|I+2AJV i«(l,.. ,8) 8

110

Ï10

0
h-biz(z

4.2

A, +2Aw-A||(-2A,y.tfA,i=(l,4,7,8) 8
A| *“A m +igÂiri=(2f3,5.6)

110

001

- pO

A, +2A„ +AW+2A|V-^AV i= ( 1,4,7,8 )
4&4

2.3
A, +AW HDAvi=(2,3,5,6)
A(+3A„
111

Tio

îii
5

A, +1A0

3

i=(l» 8 )

+-Aiy+-Ayi=(2,3t5,6)
3 0

A,

i= ( 4, ? )

6
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The exact nature of the interaction causing
this field dependent splitting can be better understood
if this spectra is observed at another microwave
frequency (e.g. 16 Ghz or 35 Ghz) in such a way that
the field dependent and field independent parts are
dissociated.

The determination of the S.H.F. parameters
in the effective Hamiltonian, from the E.P.R. spectra
can be made as follows:
Table 4-1 shows the expected form of the
S.H.F. effective Hamiltonian (2-26) for each direction
of stress and H for which experimental data exists.
Also from the relative intensities in the S.H.F. spectra,
it is obtained and included in the table the behaviour
of the fluorines as far as how many of the 8 are
equivalent, etc.

Also the splitting in gauss between

S.H.F. lines is obtained in each case. With all this
information and the data now available we can construct
8 equations for the 5 unknowns.
This would solve the problem uniquely

if

5 of the equations were linearly independent, but
unfortunately only four are linearly independent. The
solution will require obtaining data for another
direction of stress and H in order to get the 5th
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linearly independent equation.

Once we have 5 equations

we have to realize that we know the absolute value of
the measured splittings, but they can take either sign;
so for 5 equations assuming that each sign (Î) is
possible we can have 2"* = 32 sets of solutions.

In order

to solve this problem we make use of some results and
theorems of algebra.

First we take the 5 linearly

independent equations and one linearly dependent; we
write tne determinant consisting of the coefficients
of the A's and the measured splittings, i.e.
X

11

X

12

X

13

X

14

X

15

A

X

21

x

22

x

23

x

24

x

25

B

X

31

X

32

X

33

X

X

35

e

x4i

x42

*43

X44

x4i

D

X

X52

x

53

x

54

X

E

X

X

63

X

64

X

F

51

X

61

62

34

55

65

where the X.. are the coefficients of the Af, A
J

M

, etc.
JL JL

and A,B,C, etc., represent the absolute values of the
measured parameters.
/ 2^ \

A theorem in algebra says that'1

' : An m x n

determinant of m equations and n unknowns has a solution
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if and only if the rank of the determinant of the
coefficients is equal to the rank of the determinant
that includes the constant terms of each equation.
To make use of this theorem we first find
the rank of this determinant i.e.

The number of lines

different than 0 when the determinant is brought to
echelon form.
form

(2 6

)

We write the determinant in echelon

f

;(knowing that the rank should equal the

number of linearly independent equations i.e. rank 5):
A1 (A)

Y

y

0

Y

Y

0

0

Y

Y

34

Y

0

0

0

Y

44

Y

0

0

0

0

Y

E'(A,B,C,D,E)

0

0

0

0

0

F'(A,B,C,D,E,F)

11

12

13

Y

14

15

Y

23

33

Y

ÎM
CM

22

Y

25

35
45
55

B'(B,A)
C'(A,B,C)

D'(A,B,C,D)

Here Y.. are the new coefficients after the determinant
is transformed and A', B', C', D', etc. are the new
constants formed by combinations of A, B, C, etc..

As

a consequence of the theorem in order to have a solution
for this determinant F'=F'

(A,B,C,D, etc.) must vanish.

Therefore plugging the different values of A, B, C, etc.,
in F' for all the possible combinations of
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signs it is possible to obtain in the computer those
values of A, B, C, for which F' gets closest to zero.
If in this manner there is still ambiguity in the
sign of some of the measured parameters, one or more
additional linearly dependent equations can be used
when transforming the determinant to echelon form and
the new values G'=G*
etc.),

(A,B,C, etc.) H'= H' (A, B, C,

.., will also have to vanish giving new in¬

formation about the signs of A,B,C,D, etc. After the
signs of the measured parameters are determined, the
5 S.H.F. parameters A^, Aj^, etc. can be readily
obtained from eqns. 4-7 and the prediction of the
S.H.F. spectra for the field independent part can be
made for other orientations and compared with ex¬
periment.

D).- CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK.

Using stress as a tool to study dynamic
Jahn-Teller systems proved to be very fruitful.

Not

only was a very good qualitative agreement obtained
between the predicted behaviour of the spectra for large
applied stress and the experiment, but also the
possibility of determining for the first time several
parameters appeared very encouraging.
The good resolution obtained on the S.H.F.
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structure may make it possible to unravel the complex
spectra observed in the absence of stress.
The possibility of understanding other
features in CaF2:Sc

2 +• and other crystals by means of

applied stress looks very real.

For example a better

check of the values of the splitting parameters can
be made after studying the motionally averaged spectrum
observed at higher temperatures in both static and
dynamic Jahn-Teller systems as a function of stress
and a better insight can be obtained for these two
systems after studying the changes in the vibronic
relaxation time and the spin-lattice relaxation time T^,
also as a function of stress.
For some systems the E.P.R. spectra may be
interpreted in terms of an apparent charge compensator
or nearby vacancy that distorts the symmetry of the
lattice, or may be interpreted in terms of a static
Jahn-Teller effect. In order to distinguish between one
and the other a moderate or large stress can be applied
to these systems.

In the case of a static Jahn-Teller

effect stress should definitely modify the E.P.R.
spectra. This technique was already attempted to test
some yttrium doped CaF2 crystals, and no Jahn-Teller
effect was found; possibly due to non singleness of the
crystal.
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Systems like SrC^îLa

2+

may exhibit a more

complicated S.H.F.S. due to the existence in the crystal
of two different Cl isotopes and consequently two
different nuclear magnetic moments.

It seems like one

of the few techniques that would permit a good S.H.F.
resolution for this system would be to apply stress.
Other systems with cubic symmetry but with 6 nearest
neighbours instead of 8 (like KZnF^) should have a
different S.H.F. interaction with the Jahn-Teller ion.
Interaction that is also worthwhile studying for
different impurities, and which might need the applica¬
tion of stress in order to be simplified.
The plans for future work contain the ex¬
periments and computer work needed to determine in
2+
CaF îSc , qV » the amount of internal random strain,
2

2

the S.H.F. parameters and the relaxation times, in
order to complete as much as possible the model describ¬
ing the crystal and to relate this data to predictions
for other ions so as to help in the formulation of a
better more general description of Jahn-Teller systems.
Later on the other possibilities mentioned above will
be studied.
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APPENDIX

A

LINE SHAPE AND ANGULAR DEPENDENCE FOR LARGE
APPLIED STRESS.
This calculation will be restricted to two cases
of applied stress; stress along a principal axis and stress
along a face diagonal.

For each case we shall consider

rotations of H in planes containing the direction of stress
and the plane normal to the direction of stress.

I.- Stress Along Principal Crystallographic
Direction.
For this case we assume that the stress is always
applied along the z axis.

Strain and stress are related by eqn A-l, in the
case of cubic symmetry(12).

1

exx

/

S

11

S

S12

S

11

S

S

s

12

S

12

12

s

12

0

0

0

12 000
11 000
A-l

e

yz I

e

zx /

\

000

S44 0 00

0

0

0

0

s44 00

,0

0

0

0

0

*z
zx
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Here Xx, Yy, Zz, Yz, Zx, and Xy represent stress and have
units of force per unit area. The capital letter indicates
the direction of the force, and the subscript indicates the
normal to the plane to which the force is applied(*2). The
quantities Sj^,

are called elastic compliance

constants or elastic constants and have dimensions of
area/force. For CaF2 they are, at 4.2K, S^=6.81, S^2=-1.66
and S^=27.8 all three times 10“^ cm^/dyne. Positive stress
is usually considered as that stress producing an elongation
in the direction of applied stress and negative stress is
that stress producing a compression.

If compressional stress is applied along the
direction,

then equation A-l becomes
S

11

s

*yy

S12

S

11

S

12

0

'ZZ

S12

S

12

S

11

0

0

0

0

'XX

,0

'ZX

yielding

12

0

s

12

0

0

• «••••a* A-2
0

S,

\o 0 0 0 0

\exy
Where

001

P

is the magnitude of the applied stress.

e

xx=“S12P

eyy=-S12P
ezz=-SllP
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iJ

Consequently:

eà

which implies that:
tan

•

(e

xx"eyy)îs0

(2e

z,-exx-eyy)=-(SH-S12)P<0 ,
••••A-4

= ■■ i-—»—v

THEREFORE

-(S11-S12)p

^ * %

everytime stress is applied along the z axis. Let's now
consider the planes of rotation of H.

i)- Stress along [001]

H in (llO) plane

From figure A-l we see that
r=m= J; sin0

fz
n=* cos

Therefore V?M2-m2)
tan «°
and c< can take the values
0

if 3n2>l

and %

if

e

0
o or 7T

,A-5

3n2<l

plugging this values in equation 2-19

g± =g^ ± qggfcosW-oC )

and plotting g- as a dunction
of 0 we obtain the angular dependence of figure

ii)- Stress along

Loot]

3

2-3a)

in (OOl) plane

According to figure A-2

A

l=cos 0

Z

m=sin0

LMW
àw—^
t*

ir

Figure A-2

n=0
* Vf

and tanc^ = -|(3cos 2Ô

»A-6
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this yields figure (2-3b) when the values are plugged in
eq. 2-19
iii)- Stress along £00lj

H in (OlO) plane

we have from figure A-3
1= sin 0

m= 0
n= cos0

Figure A-3

V# *K and

tan 0(= ^3*
3 cos 0-1
,A-7

yielding figure (2-3c).

II.- Stress Along Face Diagonal of the Cube

For this case we assume that the compressional
stress is applied along the

[no]

direction.

The uniaxial

stress must be transformed to a stress tensor along the x,
y, z axis.

The components of the force per unit area fx>

fy, fz acting on the
ft. I <v

-P is applied along

(lio) plane, if a force per unit area
the [no] direction are f =“—, f^=~

. Then the stress tensor:
f
f
f

X

y
z

X

X ds + X ds
z z
y y

X

+ Y,,ds + Y ds
y y
z z

* X ds
X

* Y ds
X

= Z X ds X + Z ds -f Z ds
z z
y y

x
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- 1
l
dsv= i»dn^ , ds^= j*dPi«g-, dsw= k*dn=0 .
x
Y2
y
fl
z
and dn is a vectoral area of the
plane

where

(no)

gives (making Xy=Yx, Zx=Zy, Xx=Yy
J

P

P

'x'-F • V-5 •

A.

(27).

This

because of symmetry)

jr

P

h-z

,A-9

Plugging this result in A-l we get

e

xx = " 1(
2

S

11

+ s

12 )

p

e

yy * - |< SU + S12 ) P

e

S

xy “ "

i A-10
e

p

W )

zz = “

s

P

12

2
Then

« 3 e
ee =
f ( xx *
2
«. ■

and

\

tan If * 0

e

yy

-

)

m

0

exx

S
'xx - yy'= I < 11 - S12 ) P > 0

therefore

everytime stress is applied along the

$

58

0

[no]

axis.

Considering now the planes of rotation of H and
doing the same procedure as for stress along the [00l]J we
obtain figure 2-3d), e) and f).
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B

TABLES FOR THE POINT GROUPS 0 AND 0^

(oo)

Coupling Coefficients for the Groups 0 and T^
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Character Table and Basis Functions for the Group 0^
3C2
8C3 8C3

6C2'
_ I
6CV

3<7„
8S# 8S6

0h

E E

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

rl
•rj

1

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

2

2 -1

-1

2

0

0

r:

3

3

0

0

-1

1

1

rt

3

3

0

0

-1

-1

-1

r;

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

r;
r;
r;
•r;

1

1

1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

-1 -1

-1

2

2 -1

-1

2

0

0

0

-2 -2

3

3
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